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OUT WARREN’S WAY

OUR ‘NATURAL’ DISASTER
If $40 billion of our foods are ‘natural,’ are the rest of them ‘unnatural?’
‘Supernatural?’ Here’s a handy guide to clear things up.

S

ince the graybeards at the
Food and Drug
Administration cannot
decide upon a definidefini
tion for the term “natural,” I have decided to
take on the task myself
as a service to our
industry.
It’s about time, don’t
you think? Sales of
natural foods are topping $40 billion a year,
and nobody even knows
what the hell they are.
Lawyers are filing class action suits,
manufacturers are scurrying to
print new packaging and all the
dithering may have (God forbid)
awakened Congress from its nap.
So let’s start at the beginning.
The FDA told a Wall Street Journal
reporter awhile back that it considers “natural” to mean that “nothing
artificial or synthetic (including all
color additives regardless of source)
has been included in, or has been
added to, a food that would not
normally be expected to be in the
food.” And the FDA Web site says it
is “difficult to define a food product
that is ‘natural’ because the food has
probably been processed and is no
longer the product of the earth.”
That last statement, I must say,
stopped me in my tracks. “No longer
a product of the earth?” Heavens to
Betsy. Are we talking about Mars?
Or products made from intergalactic clouds of dust in a distant
Nebula? (And here I thought the big
new trend was to buy local.)
I was so unnerved by this that I
went to the Oxford dictionary, and
looked up “natural” there. “Existing
in or caused by nature; not made
or caused by humankind,” it said.
(Now I’m really getting paranoid.)
The trouble with the FDA’s attempts at defining “natural” is
that they’re too vague and open
to endless debate. After all, what
would “normally be expected to
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be found in the food?” Chocolatecoated GMO haggus in ice cream?
Sure. Chicken-fried steak blended in
frozen orange juice?
Well, of course! See
what I mean? But
climate-warming
liberals will insist
that these combinations are somehow
not “natural.” And the
Center for Science in
the Public Interest
will have an absolute
cow over it.
So please allow me to clear this
up once and for all.

NEW DEFINITIONS
—Natural: Made on this planet,
without any intervention by
humankind. This opens up the possibility of food processing by space
aliens, but so what?
—Unnatural: Not a product of the
earth. Made and processed on the
moon, another planet, or in outer
space.
—Supernatural: Made by a force
beyond scientific understanding
or the laws of nature. Supernatural
foods may also be labeled as paranormal, magical, occult or mystical,
but only in California.
—Preternatural: Food that is
beyond what is normal or natural;
containing cosmic dust particles
that cure pink eye.
—Au naturel: Fruits and vegetables harvested in France by naked
people.
—Natural gas: Foods containing
supernatural cauliflower, brussels
sprouts, dried beans, broccoli, cabbage or bran.
Please feel free to start using
these terms immediately on all your
packaging, and promoting them to
consumers. You’re welcome.
Warren Thayer,
ayer, Editor
warren@frbuyer.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

Low-Cal Greek Yogurt
New Berlin, N.Y.-based Chobani (www.chobani.com)
launches a 100-calorie version of its natural Greek yogurt
free of artificial sweeteners. Billed as the first 100-calorie
Greek yogurt made
with only natural
ingredients, ChoCho
bani Simply 100
features a proprieproprie
tary blend of three
natural sweeteners:
monk fruit, stevia
leaf extract and
evaporated cane
juice. An excelexcel
lent source of protein and fiber, the product comes in six
flavors, each with 0 grams of fat: Blueberry, Strawberry,
Pineapple, Peach, Black Cherry and Vanilla. Blueberry,
Strawberry, Black Cherry and Vanilla are also available in
four-count multipacks. SRP is $1.29 for 5.3-ounce singleserve cups, $3.99 for multipacks.
Eggplant Entrees
Now part of Omaha, Neb.-based Westin Foods’ Health
and Wellness Division, Dominex Natural Foods (www.
dominexeggplant.com)
debuts single-serve vegetarian entrees made with
“from-scratch” sauces and
fresh ingredients. Offered
under the AngelBowls
sub-brand, the GMOfree collection includes
five varieties: Mediterranean Eggplant Parmesan,
Roasted Vegetable & Goat
Cheese Gratin, Vegetable
Bruschetta & Mozzarella,
Penne Pasta in a Parma Rosa Sauce, and Corkscrew Pasta
& Creamy Tomato Vodka Sauce. Dual ovenable, the
9-ounce frozen meals are expected to retail for $4.49 to
$4.99 apiece.
Asian Yogurt
Santa Monica, Calif.based Tarte Foods
(www.tarteyogurt.com)
introduces what it calls a
healthier, better-tasting
alternative to Greek
yogurt. Created using a
slow-cooking process that
caramelizes the natural
sugars in milk, Tarte Asian
yogurt contains twice the
calcium and 25% less sugar than flavored Greek yogurt.
Sweetened with stevia, the fat-free, protein-rich product
comes in five flavors made from locally sourced rBST/rBrBST/rB
GH-free milk: Original, Strawberry & Guanabana, Mango
& Coconut, Green Tea & Honey, and Blueberry & Acai. SRP
is $1.79 to $1.99 for 6 ounces.
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Single-Serve
Breakfast Minis
Battle Creek,
Mich.-based Kellogg’s expands its
Eggo lineup with
bite-sized waffles
and French toast
in microwave-ready,
single-serve pouches
designed for on-the-go consumption. Ready in 45 seconds, Eggo Bites come in three pre-flavored varieties (no
syrup needed): Maple Waffles, Vanilla French Toast, and
Cinnamon French Toast. Each 9.3-ounce package has four
single-serve, eight-piece pouches. SRP is $2.99.
All-Natural Fruit Pops
Chloe’s Soft Serve Fruit Co. (www.chloesfruit.com), New
York, brings its soft-serve fruit from the storefront to
the freezer aisle. Now
offered in frozen bar
form, Chloe’s Naturally
3 Pops are made with
just three ingredients:
real fruit, filtered water
and a touch of organic cane sugar. Free
of dairy, gluten, fat,
GMOs, cholesterol and
all eight major allergens,
the 2.5-ounce, 60-calorie treats come in
Strawberry, Mango and
Raspberry. Offered in
10-ounce four packs, they’re expected to retail for $3.99
to $5.99.
Italian Entrees
Omaha-based ConAgra (www.
conagrafoods.com) adds two subbrands to its Bertolli line of frozen
Italian meals. Restaurant-inspired
Rustico Bakes offer a wide range
of stuffed pastas and sauces
too difficult or time-consuming
for most consumers to make at
home. Meals for One (9.3 to 11.1
ounces) include Chicken Parmigiana & Penne, Ricotta & Spinach
Cannelloni, Italian Sausage &
Meatball Rigatoni, Chicken Portabella Ravioli, Stuffed Shells Alla Vodka, and Creamy Spin
Spinach Rollatini. Meals for Two (23.5 to 25 ounces) include
Manicotti Alla Vodka, Stuffed Shells Bolognese, Ricotta
& Mozzarella Ravioli, and Ziti Alforno. A second collection, Al Dente, includes four 10- to 10.1-ounce single-serve
meals featuring the company’s tray-in-tray steam cooking
technology: Chicken Florentine Alfredo, Tortellini Margherita, Asiago Ravioli Primavera, and Chicken Carbonara.
Single-serve Rustico Bakes and Al Dente meals carry a
$3.59 SRP; Rustico Bakes for Two go for $5.99.

NEW PRODUCTS

Farmstyle Greek Yogurt
Tillamook County Creamery Associa
Association (www.tillamook.com), Tillamook,
Ore., introduces authentically strained

Farmstyle Greek Yogurt free of high
fructose corn syrup and artificial fla
flavors, colors and sweeteners. Reportedly
less tart than other Greek yogurts, the
protein-rich product is slow-churned
with seven active yogurt and buttermilk
cultures. Offered in 5.3-ounce cups, it’s
available in six flavors made with locally
sourced fruits and nuts and milk from
cows not treated with artificial growth
hormones: Oregon Blueberry, Cin
Cinnamon Hazelnut, Coffeehouse Blend,
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Honey Peach, Washington Raspberry,
and Oregon Strawberry. SRP is $1.25.
Two additional flavors, Old-Fashioned
Vanilla and Plain & Simple (0% and 2%),
are available in 32-ounce containers
with a $5.99 to $6.99 SRP.
Oven-Ready Appetizers
Athens Foods (www.athensfoods.
com), Cleveland, debuts ready-to-bake
frozen appetizers featuring savory
fillings nestled in crispy fillo dough.
Ready to serve in about 20 minutes,
oven-ready Fillo Blossoms come in four
“on-trend” flavors with 0 grams of trans

fat, including Asiago Chicken, Chicken
& Pesto, Spinach & Cheese, and Steak
Fiesta. Each 6-ounce package contains
12 pieces. SRP is $3.99 to $4.99.
Seasoned French Fries
Libertyville, Ill.-based Mr. Dee’s (www.
mr-dees.com) brings an East Coast
restaurant
staple to the
freezer aisle.
Made with
naturalcut Idaho
potatoes,
Old Bay
Seasoned
Fries feature
a blend of
18 herbs and
spices, giving
traditional
frozen potatoes a “bold, authentic flavor.” Offered in 20-ounce bags, the fries
can be oven-baked or deep-fried. SRP is
$2.99 to $3.69.

New flavors, new lines and new reasons to buy. From the freezer
case to snacks to morning foods, Kellogg can help you pick up some
tidy profits throughout the center store. See all the 2014 Kellogg
Innovations right now at centerstoregrowth.com/2014

EXPRESS LANE

SUPER BOWL,
NBA ADS TOUT

FROZEN & DAIRY
NFRA consumer promotion campaign goes into high gear for top
sports events of the year.

C

onsumer promotion of frozen and dairy foods is getting
a shot in the arm this year
thanks to full-page ads in the programs for both Super Bowl XLVIII
and the NBA All-Star Game.
Both ads were placed through the
National Frozen and Refrigerated
Foods Association, Harrisburg, Pa.
The association has been ramping up
its longstanding efforts
fforts to promote
ff
the benefits of both frozen and refrigerated foods.
The “Real Food — Frozen” themed
ad ran in the Super Bowl program,
under the headline “The Ultimate
Game-Changer.” Copy reads: “When
it’s all on the line, Frozen Foods
deliver. They’re your ‘go-to’ player
every time! Chef-inspired recipes.
Real ingredients. Fresh flavors. And
excellent clock management. Shop
the freezer aisles of your local supermarket and come home a winner. It’s
game on!”
The ad includes a QR code that
consumers can scan to enter a
chance to win a $500 gift card to the
supermarket of their choice. Logos
for the NFRA, and its Easy Home
Meals consumer Web site, are featured in the lower right corner.
“The Dairy Aisle… Beyond Cool”
is the theme of the ad running in the
NBA All-Star Game program Feb. 16
in New Orleans. Under the headline “Looking for an Assist?,” the ad
communicates to the consumer that
products in the refrigerated dairy
aisle are nutritious, satisfying, delicious and made from simple, fresh,
farm-grown ingredients and can be
customized to fit within a well-balanced lifestyle. This ad also includes
a QR code, a $500 gift card giveaway
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offer
ffer and the Easy Home
ff
Meals logo.
Skip Shaw, NFRA president and CEO, said “In
discussing this opportunity
with our team at Edelman
Public Relations, we feel
there is solid value here to
reach both consumer and
member/prospective member audiences.”

3.6 MILLION READERS
Shaw went on to say that
projected readership for
the Super Bowl souvenir
program is 3.6 million. In
addition, the program is
available “for free viewing at
NFL.com for several weeks
prior to and after the Super
Bowl. The site expects to
receive more than 50 million
unique visits and experience
approximately 500 million
page views during this time.” 

Super Bowl ad will have readership of 3.6
million, not counting NFL Web site visits.

primarily because they prepare it
from scratch. They may use frozen
ingredients in their meal prep. Acculturated Hispanics, on the other hand,
buy more frozen food and use it for
snacks and to prepare hybrid meals,
she explained. “They are also more
likely to buy frozen Mexican food
because they may not have the skills
or time to prepare it from scratch,”
rozen food usage among
she noted.
Unified has developed two
Hispanics is growing, but the
new programs to help independspecifics of their purchases
ent retailers market
depend on their
more effectively
ffectively to
ff
acculturation,
their Hispanic shopaccording to Sue
pers. Those two soluKlug, senior vp
tions – Celebremos and
and chief marketMercado Savings – are
ing officer for Los
being fielded across 400
Angeles-based
Hispanic stores in the
Unified Grocers.
Western United States.
Klug, speaking at
Celebremos is a festhe Southern Calitive store-front samfornia Frozen and
pling event that’s fun for
Refrigerated Foods
the entire family, Klug
Council meeting
said. Mercado Savings
Jan. 16 in Comtaps into the younger
merce, Calif., said
audience and reaches
un-acculturated
Sue Klug
directly to Hispanic
Hispanics tend to
under-index for frozen Mexican food shoppers using a digital network. 
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JOHNNY’S COLUMN

GOT SHELF TAGS?
Of course you do! But are they working for you, or
against you? Here’s what you need to know.
BY JOHNNY HARRIS

S

helf tags perform
an essential service, but they can
be a real pain — and
an expensive one — if
you’re not careful.
They’re almost always
too small for all the
information that’s on
them. They become outdated with every change
in product and price.
JOHNNY HARRIS
ARRIS
And they often confuse
both your shoppers and your store personnel.
But God forbid that they’re ever wrong. Just ask Walgreens. A little over a year ago, the drugstore chain set-

‘T   one or

two industry publications I
look forward to and Frozen &
Refrigerated Buyer is one of
them. It’s the only publication
that has numbers you can
trust and articles that are
pertinent to our sector of the
industry. An added bonus is
the up-close articles and the
military pieces they do.’
— Gary Spinazze,
former vice president, vendor relations,
SpartanNash
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tled for $1.4 million in a case where too many shelf tags
were wrong at its stores in San Francisco. Walgreens also
paid $300,000 in a similar case in Wisconsin.
With items going on and off
ff sale so often, along with
all the product changes, it’s easy to see how shelf tags can
be wrong. I was nicked on this a couple of times during
my career at Harris Teeter. People from the Office of
Weights and Measures would come in on a Friday afternoon and start checking. If they found a tag with wrong
information, they might go see if it also existed in other
stores. If it was a single-store problem, they might just
tell the manager to fix it.

UPDATE ALL CHANGES
But you can’t count on getting off
ff easy. So be sure whoever is in charge of updating shelf tags is on top of things.
That means updating the tag whenever anything changes
on the product. And it means making sure your vendor
partners always notify you of any changes.
Sometimes a store associate doesn’t want to bother
with updating the tag if the price didn’t change. But if
the pack size changed from 18 ounces to 16 ounces, for
example, then the price per ounce just went up. You can
find yourself in hot water over that.
All the data on today’s tags makes them hard to deci-

pher. I recently struggled making sense of a tag with nonsense abbreviations for Kraft Single Wrapped Velveeta
Slices. It’s bad enough that this confuses the shopper, but
if it confuses your store associates, you’ve got trouble.
Think about it. If a store associate gets mixed up on
what all your brand and product abbreviations mean,
products can wind up in the wrong locations on the shelf.
This problem
can go on a long
time before it
is discovered
and corrected.
Meanwhile,
you suffer from
prices that don’t
agree with the
scanners, lost
merchandising strategy, overstocks and understocks and
lack of planogram compliance.
To help prevent this, keep your tags simple, with the
abbreviations clean. I used DAN for Dannon and Yop for
Yoplait, for example. And if you have more than one size
of tag, be consistent. Within the yogurt section, don’t
have some items with tags that are 2.75 inches wide and
others that are 2.0 inches wide. It looks awful.

A little over a year ago,
Walgreens settled for
$1.4 million in a case
where too many shelf
tags were wrong.

Walmart always calls out price per ounce prominently,
and so should you. Some retailers make that number hard
to find. And if you really work at it, you can add information that helps you without making the tags look too
busy. Harris Teeter tags include the expiration date of the
special price, the savings to the shopper and the average
weekly movement of the item.
I’ve also seen tags for some products that Acosta represents, showing that the brand donates something for
each item sold to the Wounded Warrior Project. Maybe
something like that could work for Food Industry Serving
Heroes, also.

USING SHELF TALKERS
One final note: Make good use of shelf talkers. They can
really sell the product, especially with a reduced price,
and they’re great for calling out new items. They can also
be income drivers for the store if, say, you charge 75 cents
per shelf talker per store per week. But as with shelf tags,
make sure shelf talkers are in front of the right product,
and kept up to date! 
Johnny L. Harris, president of Johnny L. Harris
Consulting, LLC, Fort Mill, S.C., can be reached at
803-984-2594 or at cmer0002@gmail.com.

Request Foods is your copacking partner. With 600,000 sq. ft. of cooking, blending, freezing and packing
capacity, we are your one-stop resource for R&D and processing. Our team of top culinary chefs creates
custom entrées, side dishes, heat ‘n’ serve portions, and a whole lot more - every meal in every size. Give your
retail, club store or national brand the consistent quality of Request Foods. We Make Your Brand ... Better.

  # $ $  

 $" ! 
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THE DATABANK

FASTEST
FROZEN
BY PETER PENGUIN
Sales of frozen foods in
supermarkets, drugstores,
mass merchants, military
commissaries and select club
and dollar stores combined
rose 1.3% to $11.59 billion in
the 12 weeks ended Dec. 1 compared with
the same period a year ago, according to
Chicago-based market research firm IRI.
Units rose 0.2% to 3.47 billion while volume
edged up 0.1% to 4.82 billion. Volume sold
with merchandising support expanded 0.1
point to 38.6%.
For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 1, dollars
grew 0.9% to $51.92 billion while units
climbed 0.1% to 15.35 billion. Volume fell
0.4% to 21.93 billion, and volume sold with
merchandising support increased 1.2 points
to 39.3%.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
frozen department subcategories, including
the leading brands, for the 12 weeks ended
Dec. 1. Data is for the brands as originally
trademarked and may not include line
extensions. Only subcategories with at
least $250,000 in sales during the period
are listed. Brands with less than $100,000 in
sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

-26.1%

Dollar loss by soup (to
$10,153,470), largest by a frozen subcategory with at least
$100,000 in sales during the
period. Except for private label,
most of the top 10 registered
losses. One bright spot: newcomer Weight Watchers Smart
Ones, already the segment’s
fourth-best seller.

78.2%

Percentage of pie volume sold
with merchandising support during the most recent 12 weeks,
highest in the frozen department
— and no surprise given the
season. Second highest was
stuffing (60.9%), also no surprise.
But third was pierogi (57.2%),
driven by a big increase by
top-seller Mrs. T’s.
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PROCESSED A/O POULTRY
Aidells
Maple Leaf Farms
Manchester Farms

$1,746,712
$1,135,387
$269,293
$246,096

65.9
173.8
(6.3)
(7.6)

257,225
196,407
24,158
23,800

88.1
179.9
(13.4)
(10.2)

234,166
147,306
20,529
23,800

65.2
179.9
(12.3)
(10.2)

TORTILLA/EGG ROLL/WONTON WRPPRS $545,514
Simex
$139,224
Banh Trang
$119,330

25.9
4.4
32.6

241,949
45,623
44,942

21.9
4.1
27.1

187,515
38,392
33,706

22.6
3.7
27.1

PIZZA CRUSTS/DOUGH
Private Label
Udi’s
Kinnikinnick Foods
Stefano’s
Tiseo
House of Pasta
Guttenplans
Calise & Sons Bakery
Against the Grain Gourmet

16.1
52.8
12.4
10.8
63.5
19.4
(6.6)
21.6
(4.9)
57.8

1,649,189
537,439
200,739
41,187
122,813
100,363
56,145
125,784
91,126
17,213

21.7
73.3
14.4
13.4
45.1
7.5
(6.6)
36.0
(4.9)
57.9

1,923,394
687,358
100,370
54,058
122,813
100,363
112,290
125,784
91,126
12,910

25.3
84.1
14.4
13.4
45.1
7.5
(6.6)
36.0
(4.9)
57.9

$4,794,284
$1,537,105
$1,023,327
$331,905
$244,767
$187,962
$151,374
$143,978
$136,810
$122,453

FRUIT
Private Label
Dole
Townsend Farms
Wyman’s
Wyman’s of Maine
Goya
Dole Ready Cut Fruit
Well Pict
Welch’s
Sunrise Growers

$187,578,900
$121,558,100
$24,692,120
$6,030,080
$4,681,002
$3,774,486
$3,020,405
$2,810,182
$2,516,913
$1,546,280
$1,055,111

PROCESSED TURKEY
Private Label
Hormel Simple Ideas
Shady Brook Farms
Jennie-O Turkey Store
Foster Farms
Cooked Perfect
Jennie-O
Armour
Perdue Short Cuts

$26,507,120
$9,718,428
$2,520,535
$1,969,466
$1,492,009
$1,378,084
$1,043,212
$936,255
$657,296
$246,163

15.5
84.1
*
(1.4)
41.6
(6.1)
13.8
11.6
1.7
(66.3)

4,718,530
14.1
1,540,667 108.0
469,277
*
488,335 (2.5)
166,809
(2.7)
208,492 (4.8)
191,315 30.2
110,557
5.5
229,266
6.5
62,078 (64.0)

6,301,875 15.4
2,325,884 73.0
439,947
*
399,049 (2.5)
348,832 29.3
330,250 (3.3)
291,729 18.6
140,212
6.9
200,608
6.5
38,194 (60.6)

FRANKFURTERS
Private Label
Nathan’s Famous
Applegate Naturals

$4,320,508
13.3
$3,078,844 (15.7)
$813,005
*
$290,514 2,161.3

258,763
11.1
179,517 (12.7)
8,675
*
46,418 1,961.8

2,202,953
5.1
1,795,171 (12.7)
347,019
*
29,011 1,961.8

BREAKFAST HANDHELD
$238,949,400
Jimmy Dean
$101,838,400
Jimmy Dean Delights
$32,207,720
Odom’s Tennessee Pride
$21,891,340
Kellogg’s Special K
$15,949,460
Private Label
$12,693,300
Hot Pockets
$7,923,398
IHOP at Home
$5,623,712
Weight Watchers Smrt Ones Smrt Bgings $3,824,282
Lean Pockets
$3,262,807
Weight Watchers Smart Ones
$2,668,556
OTHER PLAIN VEGETABLES
$66,799,380
Private Label
$22,008,230
Birds Eye Steamfresh Prem Selects $4,103,870
Birds Eye Steamfresh
$4,035,385
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
$3,860,105
Pictsweet All Natural
$3,811,101
Pictsweet
$3,693,566
Fresh Frozen
$2,962,819
Seapoint Farms
$2,326,420

16.0 41,882,470
16.8 27,757,060
14.8
4,512,749
20.7
718,808
22.5
1,087,768
27.6
415,412
4.2
1,206,858
(12.7)
612,092
55.1
281,052
52.7
377,095
(63.1)
239,256

11.4 50,072,660
5.3 15,190,390
40.5
4,873,082
2.4
4,154,980
58.7
2,754,928
(12.5)
3,717,455
9.0
2,954,506
52.6
1,124,800
23.0
1,177,206
(16.7)
1,547,840
(23.6)
982,277
9.7
6.3
3.1
23.9
10.5
(2.8)
6.3
29.9
4.4

33,723,830
13,663,450
2,057,855
1,712,272
1,592,428
2,277,386
2,183,938
1,023,275
489,277

11.5 59,778,340 14.9
13.0 36,368,470
15.2
9.9
8,931,082
16.4
25.5
2,156,424 25.5
19.9
1,338,738
21.9
27.0
1,246,236 27.0
1.0
1,074,370
1.2
(8.1)
1,189,926 (20.0)
55.1
1,405,258
55.1
37.4
318,466
37.1
(61.7)
323,568 (66.0)

8.9 55,158,170 10.5
3.5 24,093,840
5.1
38.9 6,865,855 35.6
(3.8)
5,253,871
3.2
45.2
3,068,019 59.5
(8.5)
3,193,602 (12.8)
(6.0)
2,181,075
11.1
41.2
1,216,979 59.4
2.3
692,132 20.2
(27.4)
869,895 (13.8)
(24.6)
531,706 (24.6)
7.9
4.1
4.2
17.4
7.6
(3.2)
6.3
29.5
6.3

31,707,720
12,179,370
1,543,391
1,087,855
877,814
2,429,920
2,294,336
2,063,987
1,134,756

8.0
3.6
4.2
13.4
8.5
(2.5)
8.4
31.3
2.9
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Pounds of chocolate the average human would need to
ingest before succumbing
to theobromine poisoning.
Much more lethal in animals
than humans, the substance is
responsible for a spike in
emergency veterinary visits
post-Valentine’s Day.

11

Number of top 20 frozen subcategories that saw both dollar
and unit sales rise during the
most recent 12 weeks. However,
only three of the top 10 and
one of the top five (ice cream)
enjoyed the same success.

$1,458,226

Dollar sales amassed by Farm
Rich Toasted Ravioli, one of the
best performances by a frozen
product in distribution less
than a year. While it’s
positioned as a snack, not an
alternative to traditional
ravioli, the lightly breaded,
oven-ready product grabbed
the No. 7 spot in the frozen
ravioli subcategory.

1626

Year Sir Francis Bacon created
the first frozen chicken by
stuffing a plucked bird with
snow. It worked, but he
developed pneumonia and died
just days after the experiment.
The Ghost Chicken of Highgate
is said to haunt London’s
Pond Square.

-12.1%

Dollar loss by cheesecake
(to $29,822,520), the largest
frozen subcategory to register
a double-digit loss during the
most recent 12 weeks. No. 2
private label’s 75.4% gain wasn’t
enough to offset declines by
seven of the remaining top 10.

Pictsweet Deluxe
Goya

$2,302,042
$2,019,719

21.5
7.6

1,041,045
633,912

21.4
4.6

1,116,533
1,441,548

21.5
5.4

BREADED VEGETABLES
Pictsweet
Crunchtables
Private Label
Stilwell
Fresh Frozen
Michael Angelo’s
Veggie Patch
Dominex
Pecos Valley Farms
Tai Pei

$8,823,925
$1,631,280
$1,145,057
$1,012,386
$998,403
$806,265
$520,963
$475,774
$466,198
$283,071
$263,762

8.2
0.1
14.5
8.6
2.4
27.2
(4.5)
(12.3)
(10.9)
7.6
14.3

3,128,236
781,214
559,313
540,468
297,771
277,932
60,480
100,766
96,232
85,069
53,047

3.3
(8.0)
13.1
10.8
(3.9)
13.9
(5.3)
(15.1)
(12.2)
5.1
13.7

4,153,514
1,080,908
344,980
486,997
704,980
542,493
181,441
58,820
96,131
138,238
74,600

8.7
8.5
11.6
8.7
0.8
13.1
(5.3)
(16.2)
(11.5)
5.1
13.7

**FISH/SEAFOOD
Private Label
Gorton’s
Fishin Co.
Beaver Street Fisheries
Pinnacle Foods Group
Odyssey Enterprises
High Liner Foods
Atlantic Trading Co.
Great American Seafood
Quirch Foods

$481,865,500
$112,411,900
$68,109,190
$37,297,730
$32,783,000
$31,212,290
$24,156,490
$17,732,260
$14,263,740
$11,801,310
$10,903,690

8.0 69,888,190
4.0 16,394,990
4.5
13,513,510
26.0
4,205,614
21.0
3,745,249
(0.3)
6,250,752
11.4 2,082,408
12.2
3,028,281
32.5
888,614
10.5
1,516,696
4.9
1,352,420

3.9 104,470,500
3.5 21,095,910
4.7 14,562,050
18.9
11,192,510
14.6
9,145,145
(4.5)
7,829,885
9.6
4,978,780
17.6 4,490,959
51.9
1,932,591
21.5 3,044,088
2.9
3,441,826

5.9
1.8
4.1
17.5
12.9
2.5
11.2
6.8
24.5
6.6
0.4

BROCCOLI
$92,675,540
Private Label
$45,048,090
Birds Eye Steamfresh
$14,512,420
Birds Eye
$11,629,220
Green Giant Valley Fresh Steamers $4,824,243
Pictsweet Deluxe
$2,758,296
Green Giant
$2,571,668
Pictsweet Deluxe Steamables
$1,140,898
Pictsweet All Natural
$944,925
Birds Eye C&W
$916,039
Hanover Gold Line
$892,419

8.0 51,662,270
9.0 26,804,440
5.7
9,441,880
18.6
4,054,633
13.3 2,644,004
(9.6)
1,284,398
(14.1)
1,484,889
23.6
744,098
15.9
506,604
(14.6)
361,953
5.6
471,373

8.7 53,800,300
6.6
29,923,110
11.0
7,291,382
19.6
6,365,379
17.0
1,983,003
(3.0)
1,372,394
3.3
1,037,569
28.2
465,061
26.3
590,352
(17.6)
334,074
10.3
353,530

8.6
7.6
10.8
21.3
17.0
(5.4)
(11.9)
28.2
19.3
(17.0)
10.2

POT PIES
Marie Callender’s
Banquet
Stouffer’s Signature Classics
Stouffer’s
Blake’s
Willow Tree
Swanson
Amy’s
Boston Market
Private Label

$128,175,700
$69,585,830
$43,296,980
$2,940,932
$2,679,515
$1,732,117
$1,704,404
$1,455,838
$1,446,718
$1,354,663
$520,548

7.5 79,958,880
11.5 52,292,870 10.4
5.3 23,428,650
7.9 25,762,710
8.6
11.4 50,963,810
15.1 22,296,670
15.1
(4.1)
1,127,939
(1.6)
704,962
(1.6)
(5.5)
910,813 (6.9)
910,807 (6.9)
168.5
407,572 206.0
339,391 96.7
(8.7)
312,091 (17.0)
445,134 (19.8)
(21.9)
1,508,294 (24.2)
659,878 (24.2)
7.5
414,812
11.6
195,659
11.6
15.0
470,407 20.4
470,407 20.4
22.9
138,765 (0.9)
179,504 29.0

SAUSAGE
Banquet Brown ‘N Serve
Private Label
Jimmy Dean
Purnell Old Folks
Farmer John
Jones Golden Brown
Williams
Hormel Little Sizzlers
Ole South
Johnsonville

$115,625,500
$34,014,410
$20,088,530
$17,274,760
$5,630,097
$4,748,152
$4,510,942
$3,893,206
$3,486,376
$2,266,363
$2,255,771

6.5 47,143,730
(3.3) 24,608,090
7.9
3,968,148
14.5
4,243,633
9.0
705,569
12.8
3,534,480
6.4
2,097,178
91.5
680,255
5.3
2,272,788
100.1
493,398
(36.2)
328,034

TORTELLINI/TORTELLONI
Private Label
Seviroli
Rosetto

$12,435,770
$4,686,034
$1,337,216
$1,009,351

5.6
18.9
(7.9)
(23.4)

1.4 34,923,360
4.9
(2.6)
11,069,310 (0.7)
(0.4)
6,105,195
3.8
6.1 3,602,860
1.8
(0.6)
1,741,251
1.3
12.3
1,773,205
12.1
7.9
865,610
5.4
106.9
1,492,548 104.6
11.9
1,704,591
11.9
108.9
901,149 101.0
(37.6)
656,064 (38.8)

3,675,442
3.1
1,360,225
22.3
432,581 (18.5)
255,507 (30.9)

* Product has been in distribution for less than one year.
** In the Fish/Seafood and Shrimp categories, IRI provides top manufacturers, not brands.
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4,247,124
2.9
1,702,022 22.7
386,902 (20.2)
303,415 (30.9)

Shoppers are thirsting for organic and simple ingredients like never before.
A natural source of quality products, Turkey Hill is growing its line of familiar
iced teas with the refreshing, new taste of four great flavors that are 100% organic.
They’re a natural answer to sales growth.
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FASTEST

REFRIGERATED
BY BESSIE BOVINE
Sales of dairy products in
supermarkets, drugstores, mass
merchants, military commissaries
and select club and dollar stores
combined rose 2.4% to $17.16
billion during the 12 weeks ended
Dec. 1 compared with the same period a
year ago, reports Chicago-based market
research firm IRI. Units expanded 1.8% to
6.58 billion, and volume edged up 0.3% to
54.0 billion. Percentage of volume sold with
merchandising support climbed 0.9 points
to 35.5%.
In the deli, dollars shot up 6.2% to $5.25
billion, while units jumped 2.1% to 1.48
billion and volume rose 2.4% to 1.38 billion.
Volume sold with merchandising support
tumbled 2.7 points to 34.8%.
For the 52 weeks ended Dec. 1, dairy
sales were up 3.0% to $73.64 billion, and
units increased 1.6% to 28.33 billion. Volume
expanded 1.3% to 240.90 billion, and volume
sold with merchandising support climbed
0.6 points to 37.4%.
In the deli, sales jumped 3.7% to $22.80
billion, and units rose 1.5% to 6.54 billion.
Volume grew 1.9% to 6.16 billion, but volume
sold with merchandising support fell 2.1
points to 36.6%.
Our chart shows the fastest-growing
refrigerated subcategories (dairy and deli
combined), including the leading brands,
for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 1. Data is for
the brands as originally trademarked and
may not include line extensions. Only
subcategories with at least $250,000 in sales
during the period are listed. Brands with less
than $100,000 in sales are not included.

F A C T O I D S

$589,216

Dollars amassed by
Campbell’s Stock Pot fresh
soup, one of the strongest
performances by a refrigerated product in distribution
less than a year. Although it
represents the iconic brand’s
first foray into the refrigerated department, Stock Pot
already owns the fast-growing
subcategory’s No. 5 spot.
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DINNER/SNDWCH ROLLS/CROISSANTS $1,163,291
Private Label
$697,356
Bisquick Bakery
$274,011

83.9
47.2
*

531,084
343,713
140,345

READY-TO-DRINK COFFEE
$41,358,000
51.9
International Delight
$18,413,830
(8.8)
Starbucks Discoveries
$8,865,451
*
Bolthouse Farms Perfectly Protein $4,433,091
(9.4)
Bolthouse Farms Protein Plus
$2,123,735
20.5
Bolthouse Farms
$2,104,573
*
Blue Diamond Almond Breeze
$1,724,402
*
Private Label
$1,069,056 1,429.8
Silk
$638,998
*
Prairie Farms
$394,653
*
Upstate Farms
$176,293
(2.9)

11,080,170
4,858,491
1,751,409
1,523,237
735,941
684,305
447,094
340,259
154,468
112,942
130,551

84.7
38.0
*

SALAD TOPPING/BACON BITS
Private Label

$600,070
$443,185

31.3
28.5
6.4
75.1
200.2
*
(1.6)
241.0

71.7
40.9
*

47.5 546,068,000 41.9
(5.2) 307,291,700 (7.9)
* 88,796,440
*
(3.2) 32,788,580 (9.0)
24.1 14,486,050 23.9
* 16,567,830
*
* 28,614,040
*
626.1 21,776,100 5,934.8
*
9,885,971
*
*
7,228,277
*
(3.5)
2,088,816 (3.5)

HANDHELD NON-BREAKFAST ENTREES $62,557,090
40.1 21,900,270 59.0
Private Label
$21,178,670
18.4
5,917,407
13.6
Hormel Rev
$12,605,780 1,966.6
6,953,179 2,025.4
Raybern New York Deli Style
$4,156,209
6.9
1,663,418
7.0
Raybern
$2,739,413
0.4
1,096,477
0.4
Landshire
$2,341,964 (12.6)
1,146,654 (12.3)
Boar’s Head
$2,138,546
96.2
389,055 96.7
Bagel-fuls
$1,813,683
89.4
838,633 116.6
Owens
$977,478
(7.2)
167,306 (8.6)
Stefano’s
$907,853 (19.4)
186,559 (11.2)
Don Miguel Moe’s
$799,600 (14.4)
80,217 (15.4)
VEGETABLE JUICE/COCKTAIL $18,074,420
Bolthouse Farms
$13,441,750
Odwalla
$2,317,210
Evolution Fresh Essential Greens
$533,413
Evolution Fresh
$525,871
Naked Power Garden
$386,911
Evolution Fresh Essential Vegetable $180,613
Raaw
$119,355

381,760
249,169
79,503

10,247,710 26.2
3,227,900
13.4
1,353,488 1,930.9
996,081
6.8
616,768
0.4
446,782 (12.6)
295,693 102.8
524,146 116.6
188,929 (7.6)
141,357 (16.4)
150,615 (16.6)

4,708,356 44.9 146,764,000 21.0
3,625,912
43.5 112,010,700 22.5
486,712
15.2 24,674,520
2.5
113,540
71.6
1,725,808
71.6
1,750,045 208.4
115,135 208.4
137,022
* 2,082,730
*
39,265
(5.5)
596,834 (5.5)
43,949 266.6
527,387 266.6

28.5
22.5

282,521
239,825

PROCESSED/IMITATION CHEESE-LOAF $108,648,100
Kraft Velveeta
$102,038,100
Private Label
$5,876,824
Land O’ Lakes
$448,527

25.2
31.3
(29.1)
(4.3)

**FLAVORED SPREADS
Sabra Dipping Co.
Private Label
Tribe Mediterranean Foods
Kraft Foods
Cedar’s Mediterranean
Tryst
The Fresh Hummus Co.
Garden Fresh Gourmet Salsa
Joseph’s Fine Foods
Pita Pal Industries

$146,258,300
$91,287,580
$14,035,690
$10,382,850
$7,159,301
$6,128,018
$3,030,666
$2,485,698
$2,424,211
$2,072,820
$926,232

PASTRY/DANISH/COFFEE CAKES $2,395,441
Private Label
$1,756,202
Barista
$317,397

1,084,133
849,102

30.0
29.1

19,674,360
18,353,780
1,222,478
52,132

22.6 35,160,850
30.7 32,525,720
(35.6) 2,444,986
(5.6)
104,972

25.9
32.3
(22.1)
(5.6)

22.4
26.5
40.5
3.4
(16.5)
13.7
80.0
*
5.3
(2.4)
(14.1)

41,865,010
24,054,440
4,603,245
3,679,962
2,439,050
1,914,742
693,804
834,763
782,121
676,982
251,646

24.8
30.8
37.0
10.9
(12.3)
16.4
72.0
*
2.7
4.3
(35.3)

20.2
5.2
328.5

537,369
361,916
106,502

25.6
6.5
283.3

KEFIR/MILK SUBSTITUTES/SOYMILK $266,778,600 18.8 82,260,020
Silk Pure Almond
$74,173,240
43.8 22,031,050
Blue Diamond Almond Breeze
$58,367,400
39.5 18,658,090
Silk
$46,123,460 (16.6) 13,003,150
Private Label
$25,686,440
14.9
9,590,397
Lifeway
$14,348,990
42.9
4,434,677
Silk Light
$13,290,220 (28.8)
4,055,062
Silk Pure Coconut
$7,686,457
51.9
2,290,346

30.3
25.7

27,633,910 24.4
17,032,870 28.7
2,810,908 35.0
1,959,212
8.7
1,174,214 (18.3)
1,270,209
13.6
498,119 97.6
626,073
*
533,807
2.9
457,489
1.3
161,827 (34.0)
356,161
223,299
99,708

29.2
0.6
341.6

19.2 322,192,400 17.9
43.0 93,527,640 46.6
39.3 75,881,540 39.6
(15.8) 56,780,590 (17.7)
13.6 37,208,700
13.7
47.4
47.9
8,256,074
(29.9) 16,220,250 (29.9)
52.5
9,161,383 52.5

Chicken burgers from the #1 chicken
sausage brand*, now in the freezer case.
Drive freezer sales with al fresco!

NE W

The chicken sausage segment is growing 3x faster than the overall dinner sausage category –
proof that consumers are seeking delicious and healthy alternatives to help them live and eat better.
Call Chris Reisner at (617) 889-1600 x258 or email alfrescosales@kayem.com to find out more.
Samples available now! 1st ship February 2014 • Also look for al fresco frozen meatballs coming this spring!
*AC Nielsen Grocery Unit Volume 52 wk thru 09.28.13
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-3.8%

Dollar decline by the refrigerated department’s largest
subcategory, skim/lowfat milk
(to $2,166,615,000). However,
sales of whole milk edged up
1.2% to $907,746,300. Biggest
gainer among the top 10 was
No. 3 Hiland (+56.3%).

7.2%

Dollar gain by whipped toppings (to $183,449,800).
Unfortunately for pie makers,
there was no corresponding rise
in refrigerated pie sales. In fact,
the subcategory registered a
9.8% loss, despite a significant
jump in volume sold with
merchandising support.

52

Number of spoons balanced
on the body of world record
holder Eitibar Elchiev as he
stood upright on Dec. 7, 2012.
He attributed his success to his
unique “sticky” perspiration,
which kept the spoons from
slipping off his body.

12

Number of top-20 refrigerated
subcategories that saw both
dollar and unit sales rise during the most recent 12 weeks.
The biggest dollar gainers were
kefir/milk substitutes/soymilk
(+18.8%) and uncooked meats
(+17.4%); biggest losers, orange
juice (-5.3%) and margarine/
spreads (-5.2%).

-37.3%

Dollar loss by processed/
imitation cheese-all other (to
$32,785,680), the largest refrigerated subcategory to register
a double-digit loss during the
period. Gains of more than 50%
by the subcategory’s No. 2 and
3 brands weren’t nearly enough
to compensate for top-seller
Velveeta’s 55.8% decline.
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8th Continent
So Delicious
Meyenberg

1,461,836
1,153,037
734,647

(26.4)
21.5
4.4

18.4 25,164,860
(6.5)
7,851,942
29.0
6,429,355
*
2,998,432
(18.2)
1,586,960
*
1,023,804
(20.0)
626,649
(4.3)
930,151
(22.3)
687,263
156.5
504,260
(6.3)
256,635

22.8
(2.9)
31.3
*
(18.0)
*
(18.7)
(14.7)
(13.4)
215.7
(21.6)

1,273,807,000
463,509,700
367,863,400
130,217,700
93,608,340
12,285,650
12,078,010
60,972,420
35,670,750
8,094,314
8,212,325

14.3
(2.8)
31.2
*
(14.5)
*
(19.3)
(12.6)
(23.1)
168.3
(14.6)

PRCSSD/IMITATION CHEESE-SHREDDED $16,591,740
Kraft Velveeta
$9,603,250
Private Label
$3,125,376
Go Veggie
$1,462,646
Borden Cheddar Melt
$537,901
Borden Ched-O-Mate
$430,805
American Accent
$335,528
Imo’s
$285,337
Imo’s Provel
$172,014
Whitehall Specialties
$114,757

18.1
42.8
(8.5)
*
40.7
(16.0)
(17.2)
3.4
9.5
(39.5)

7,329,673
4,210,017
1,731,202
412,125
252,508
366,712
66,149
87,142
38,504
20,291

14.2
34.0
(7.8)
*
49.3
(14.3)
(18.4)
4.8
3.2
(39.9)

4,041,036
2,324,884
880,856
182,956
126,254
147,236
116,033
43,571
19,252
40,583

18.0
48.0
(8.3)
*
49.3
(15.3)
(17.1)
4.8
3.2
(39.9)

CRANBERRY COCKTAIL/DRINK $8,995,748
Simply Cranberry
$5,558,409
Ocean Spray
$1,929,883
GT’s Kombucha Synergy
$988,397
Mamma Chia
$134,833
Private Label
$112,608

17.8
(11.1)
*
7.3
*
(23.7)

3,062,476
1,997,893
525,130
310,767
39,463
64,517

12.6 130,663,800
(10.8) 84,994,400
* 30,982,670
10.3
4,972,266
*
394,629
(9.7)
5,764,727

19.6
(9.9)
*
10.3
*
(3.3)

UNCOOKED MEATS (NO POULTRY) $846,185,000
Private Label
$397,211,700
Tyson
$91,506,320
Nobrand
$74,583,130
Nobrand
$52,141,180
Nobrand
$32,776,430
Hormel Always Tender
$32,726,000
Our Certified
$23,881,150
Laura’s Lean Beef
$11,494,530
IBP
$11,300,810
Interstate
$9,350,342

17.4 142,184,100
28.2 69,662,130
31.5 16,561,970
(7.2)
11,659,170
0.5
5,989,212
(28.7)
5,183,142
(0.9)
5,001,923
3.6
5,136,018
53.0
1,835,215
20.5
3,173,790
130.8
1,573,481

16.9 242,488,900 13.9
27.5 127,937,700
17.6
25.6 26,564,200 39.2
(7.3) 19,844,320 (4.2)
2.5 12,567,810 (5.2)
(28.4) 8,886,792 (28.0)
(2.3)
6,880,167
(2.1)
2.0
7,040,671
6.3
51.1
1,850,228 50.3
16.3
4,013,656 29.4
136.7
2,372,682 140.9

JUICE AND DRINK SMOOTHIES $125,915,600
Naked
$57,111,300
Bolthouse Farms
$32,709,370
Naked Protein Zone
$8,492,212
Odwalla Superfood
$8,039,487
Odwalla
$5,189,430
Odwalla C Monster
$2,906,270
Naked Superfood
$2,551,205
Bolthouse Farms C Boost
$2,509,121
Silk Fruit&Protein
$2,461,793
Sambazon Protein
$432,079

17.3 35,859,260
45.1 14,300,190
11.6
9,548,140
27.0
2,392,331
8.2
2,600,101
(12.9)
2,031,761
(5.7)
1,063,315
(9.2)
569,210
(10.6)
854,665
(59.6)
710,216
(21.6)
151,781

12.3
35.2
18.4
30.0
0.3
(9.7)
(7.3)
(12.4)
(1.1)
(70.7)
(26.4)

MARINATED VEGETABLES/FRUIT $2,590,996
Kings
$671,705
Bueno
$246,439
Cedar’s
$172,939
Winter Gardens
$171,366
Jo San
$154,231
Ba Tampte
$129,123

16.5
(0.0)
6.9
(1.9)
5.3
38.8
(6.3)

BLENDED FRUIT JUICE
Dole
Simply Orange
Tropicana Farmstand
Minute Maid
POM
POM Wonderful
Private Label
Tropicana Pure Premium
Naked
Bolthouse Farms

$4,732,929
$3,720,740
$3,218,041
$77,668,780
$22,473,730
$21,564,910
$9,454,567
$5,055,165
$2,570,761
$2,517,674
$2,318,869
$1,956,363
$1,635,377
$1,208,915

(23.2)
22.1
6.3

623,956
135,283
100,511
46,841
30,937
27,951
33,667

* Product has been in distribution for less than one year.
** In the Flavored Spreads category, IRI provides top manufacturers, not brands.

8.9
(1.5)
(9.8)
(0.5)
5.2
34.8
(7.2)

5,847,343 (26.4)
4,173,552 22.4
1,531,013
5.1

876,488,100 14.5
369,044,000 54.3
261,503,400
10.7
40,401,400 26.9
52,142,780
17.7
31,881,110 (9.4)
17,500,720 (1.8)
15,951,640 (7.0)
18,855,860 (10.7)
45,264,300 (56.0)
1,593,700 (26.4)
705,206
118,373
201,022
23,420
43,247
24,457
67,333

6.2
(1.5)
(9.8)
(0.5)
5.4
34.8
(7.2)
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UNITED
SUPERMARKETS
CORRALS WEST TEXAS

Now 97 years young, the innovative
and scrappy chain sees new opportunities arising from its acquisition
by Albertsons.
BY WARREN THAYER

B

y the time Albertsons bought
United Supermarkets, LLC,
last December for $385 million, the 59-store chain had long
since corralled West Texas and was
pushing over fences to move into
fresh turf.
The 97-year-old chain shows no
signs of aging — far from it. Based in
Lubbock, Texas, it is the clear market
leader in most of its trading area.

‘We believe the
merger with
Albertsons
will give us
opportunity to
do things we
might not have
been able to do
otherwise.’
— Eddie Owens
And United has been opening new
stores and refurbishing old ones as it
continues a branding initiative that
started about two years ago.
United Supermarkets is the company’s traditional store banner, with
36 units. The 12-store Market Street
banner is United’s “groceries to gourmet” format, skewing more upscale.
The Amigos’ three stores serve Hispanic shoppers while the newest banner — United Express — has eight
free-standing convenience stores and
19 walk-in fuel kiosks. Coming on
line this year are another C-store, a
full-sized United Supermarket and
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the company’s first Amigos to
be built from the ground up.
Store sizes in West Texas
range from 25,000 to 75,000
square feet, with anything
from 50 to 130 doors of frozen
foods. Dairy departments
typically run from 90 to 115
linear feet. United uses a
hybrid hi-lo pricing strategy
depending on the competition
within each category.
We chatted with Eddie
Owens, director of communications and public relations,
and Dale Pinkston, center
store business manager, frozen and dairy.


Has anything changed

with the new Albertsons
ownership?
Market Basket stores carry about 300-400
Owens: Nothing. The deal
SKUs of yogurt. The company works hard
only closed on Dec. 29, but I
don’t anticipate many changes. to avoid duplication and make the variety
meaningful to shoppers.
We have many initiatives
going on right now for
graphic mix of any of our formats,
a company our size, and we
and of course the Amigos stores are
believe the merger with Albertdramatically different
fferent from the Marff
sons will give us opportunity
ket Street stores.
to do things we might not have
been able to do otherwise.

Frozen foods have struggled industrywide the past few years. How
Pinkston: In product selection,
have you done there?
we may get a new store brand
from Albertsons, but operationPinkston: We’ve done pretty well,
ally they plan to be hands-off
especially with our Market Street
on most everything. They have
format and better-for-you items. That
insisted they want us
to operate as a wholly
‘Vendors should
owned subsidiary,
recognize also that
with most decisions made
what’s on trend on
here in Lubbock.


You deal with many

different
fferent demographic
ff
groups, based on your
location and formats.
Owens: Yes. The demographics in Dallas and
Fort Worth are more
upscale with higher
incomes, and there’s a
complex competitive landscape there.
It’s very different
fferent from West Texas,
ff
where most of our stores are. Our
United stores serve the widest demo-

either coast may well
never make it to Texas
before the trend plays
out. So local market
knowledge is really
important.’
— Dale Pinkston

includes gluten-free, specialty, organic, and healthy. We’ve gone all-out
to make sure we have the right offer
ff ffer
ings. The Market Street stores have

Free Tandoor Chef Wine and Beer Pairing
Tool available at TCPairing.com.
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nearly 25% of frozen items in the better-for-you category.
We’ve really increased our offerings,
fferings, because the demoff
graphic target lends itself to that. By way of comparison,
our United stores might have only about 10% of frozen
items in that segment. When guests go into a Market
Street store, we want them to realize there’s a difference.
ff
fference.
There’s often debate about whether the better-for-you
foods should be integrated with the mainstream, or off
in their own separate section. We take the best of both
worlds, and do both. Let’s say we have a door of regular
frozen fruits, and then, in the next door, organic frozen
fruits. The “healthy” items are set apart in their own
door, but by category instead of being all put together in a
separate organic/natural section by themselves. This has
worked well for us the past few years.

and make a concerted effort
ffort to work with local farmers.
ff
Of course that shows up best in the produce department,
but we do it storewide.


Sourcing from local vendors is a hot trend.

What are you doing there?
Owens: In our Market Street stores, we have our
Best of Texas Expo in the summer, usually in July. We
really showcase locally grown and
produced products,

About 25% of frozen offerings in United’s Market Street
stores are ‘better-for-you’ or specialty items.

Pinkston: In frozen and dairy, we’ll showcase Texasmade products like Blue Bell ice cream and Promised
Land milk. We’ll have demos all over the store, often
staffed
ffed
ff
ed by local vendors, and we’ll have shelf talkers and
plenty of signage.


What’s driven your company’s rapid growth the

past couple years?
Owens: We have a short and sweet mission statement:
“Ultimate service, superior performance, positive im
impact.” We made it brief so every
team member — and we have
nearly 12,000 now — can re
remember it easily.
Our key di
differentiator
fferentiator is serff
vice. We’ve gone out of our way
on the ultimate service com
commitment, and it manifests itself
in many ways. The most visible
one is carrying out guests’
groceries right to the car. Our
guests don’t have to worry
about dodging shopping
carts out in the parking lot, because our sackers run
the carts back into the store when they’re done. It’s
basket-free parking.
We’ve been growing at a manageable rate. We
opened five new stores last year. Three of them
were United Express and two were full-size
Market Streets. We also completed three remodels, refurbishing them and keeping up
United’s Market Street stores with a new branding initiative involvhave a ‘Best of Texas Expo’ every summer, ing logos, signage, packaging and décor.
promoting locally grown and produced products. Our United store in Amarillo, opening

‘Our United
store in Amarillo,
opening March
5, will be our
flagship under
the new brand
guidelines.’
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March 5, will be our flagship under the new brand
guidelines. Last year, we also updated our Market
Street store in Amarillo — it’s a completely differ
ff ffer
ent look.
The new United store will be the first that reflects our new brand strategy. One unique element
will be a very modernistic tree, spread out from
floor to ceiling over the entire produce section. It’s
very distinctive, and we’re excited about it.
Of course our differentiators
fferentiators have to be refined
ff
constantly, based on various markets and new
competitors that we continue to see everywhere.
All this is a moving target — we always have to
refine our tactics and strategies. But we take a lot
of pride in our level of service, and our variety.

Are your SKU
counts higher than the
average for stores your
size?
Pinkston: That depends
on the category. We try
to have more of the genuine variety that truly
matters to the shopper, but all within the
same SKU count that a
competitor might have.
For instance, I’d guess
we have 300 to 400 yogurt SKUs. It’s a hot button
for shoppers, and we try to be on trend. But we see
some competitors with more duplication in the
category, so we think our offering
ffering is stronger and
ff
a real differentiator.
fferentiator. Yogurt changes so quickly, it’s
ff
hard to keep up. We’ve also seen a lot of changes
in the last 12 to 18 months with almond milk, and
now coconut milk. Coconut milk is not as hot as
almond — almond milk has overtaken soy milk in
terms of volume.

‘We’ve seen a
lot of changes
in the last 12
to 18 months
with almond
milk, and now
coconut milk.’


What should vendors keep in mind when

calling on you?
Pinkston: The thing we try to reiterate is that it’s
all about partnership. We want long-term relationships, with win-win for both sides. You can run a
guy out of business if you beat him down on price
all the time, and we try to be fair.
What I look for on a sales call is information
on trends. What’s on trend — what’s hot around
the country? Vendors should recognize also that
what’s on trend on either coast may well never
make it to Texas before the trend plays out. So local market knowledge is really important. People
who really have information we can use are a big
asset. Often, brokers will bring principals with
them on new item calls and annual reviews, and
that’s always a good thing. 

Custom Pizza Manufacturing
Since 1967
over 350,000,000 pizzas made…
& still counting
Refrigerated

t

Frozen

t

Service Deli
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Private Label

For over 46 years S.A. Piazza has been producing
custom solutions for our clients. We manufacture a
full range of frozen and refrigerated pizza products
for your deli and private label programs—from
value, to NBE to premium tier. S.A. Piazza has the
experience and the creativity to help you maximize
the profits on your private label pizza and deli
programs. Please contact us today to learn more
about how we can exceed your goals.
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Can Brokers
Reinvent
Themselves
BY WARREN THAYER

Consolidation,
centralized buying
and technology have
forced brokers (or
sales and marketing
agencies if you prefer)
to adapt repeatedly.
New challenges
include static sales,
online ordering
and pay-for-service
restructuring. Here’s
what industry experts
have to say about the
state of the brokerage
industry today, and
what it must do to
stay relevant.
30 www.frbuyer.com
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‘Unless brokers can truly
measure the impact they
are having on sales, the
(commission) trend will
be down.’ — Don Stuart

D

on Stuart began his
marketing career (at
Pillsbury) in both
frozen and refrigerated
business units — traditionally strongholds for brokers. Now
managing partner at Cadent Consulting Group, Wilton, Conn., he is
the former COO of Kantar Retail and
the co-founder, managing director,
president and CEO of Cannondale
Associates. We chatted.
How has retail consolidation
changed the playing field for
brokers?
Consolidation on the retailer front
has brought less of a need for local
contacts due to centralized buying

points. More manufacturers have
integrated additional headquarters
accounts under their direct responsibility and taken brokers out of the
headquarters equation. This was a
traditional profit center for brokers.
What can retailers do to have
a better working relationship
with brokers?
Retailers need to treat brokers as
more than just the source of in-store
labor, but rather as a true partner.
Beyond cost of goods, labor is the big
issue for retailers and all of us have
noticed cutbacks in-store. Leveraging
brokers at what they do best, in-store
service, in a true partnership fashion
can result in a win/win.

How can retailers max out the services they get from brokers?
Regular planning sessions by buyer group with the key brokers in
advance of actually doing the work has proven to be very successful.
Setting the goal, knowing where you want to go and then assigning the
additional responsibility either to a lead broker or dividing among brokers can assure proper alignment and more flawless execution.
What is liable to upset brokers? Why?
Rules and restrictions. Brokers need to be able to do their jobs in conjunction with the retailer’s needs. They want to get a clear message from
the top at retailers and have the flexibility to deliver and meet those objectives. Constantly changing rules, independent decisions on a store-bystore basis, and conflicting demands from either headquarters or storelevel retail can create nightmares, headaches and losses for brokers.
What motivates brokers to work harder?
In the manufacturer/broker environment a shared goal with shared incentives creates a true team. A similar sharing of incentives could work
at the retail level but I have not seen this take place. Ask yourself, How
can brokers and retailers think outside the box to create a shared set of
objectives with shared rewards?
How has the broker role changed in the past year or two?
What changes do you see trending over the next few years?
Over the past year or two, brokers have really become more than
just in-store execution arms.
They are providing new, fullservice shopper marketing and
insight capabilities. The concept is account-customized and
sometimes store-customized
execution based upon shopper insights. This is part of the
“supermarket offer” by brokers,
and retailers need to get the best
insight whether it’s from a broker,
a manufacturer or other third
party when it comes to driving
total category sales and profitability. In the future, digital disintermediation can affect broker
sales greatly. We have heard that
Don Stuart
the only growth at Walmart will
be occurring online in the next
year or two. That means static
sales other than inflation in brick and mortar outlets and static commissions for brokers. They have to ask themselves, How can they add
value to online commerce or digitally?
How has broker compensation changed in recent years?
Where is it trending?
Clearly over many years, broker compensation has shifted to a more
pay-for-service model. The pressure is downward due to cost reductions on the manufacturer side with a desire for greater retailer service.
Unless brokers can truly measure the impact they are having on sales,

the trend will be down. In addition, with
core broker services provided to retailers
in slow growth environments, this will
place additional pressure on brokers. The
question is: How can brokers continue to
credibly expand their service offering to
grow revenue in a static environment or
better define the area in which they play
with new products, new retail environments and new services?

Not ‘Brokers!’
They’ve been ‘sales and marketing
agencies’ for years, although the old
image still gets in the way sometimes.
Here’s how retailers and agencies can
find new synergies.

P

robably nobody in the world
understands sales and marketing agencies better than Mark
Baum, and certainly nobody’s
teeth grind louder upon hearing the word “broker.” Now the senior
vp and chief collaboration officer of the
Food Marketing Institute, Arlington, Va.,
Mark’s distinguished career includes 10
years as president and CEO of the Association of Sales and Marketing Companies, still thought of by some of us as
the National Food Brokers Association.
(Sorry, Mark!)
An outspoken advocate of today’s techsavvy sales and marketing agencies and
the benefits they bring to the industry,
Mark spoke with us by phone.

What prevents retailers and sales and
marketing agencies from working
together better?
Some retailers look at sales and marketing agencies as little more than extra
arms and legs in the stores instead of as
valuable tactical and strategic partners at
the headquarters level. This can lead to
underutilization of the agency’s greatest
assets. Today’s agencies are sophisticated providers of shopper analytics and
insights on everything from assortment
to pricing to promotion. They assure
that what is promised on sales calls is
executed at store level. The industry has
matured greatly over the years, but there
JAN/FEB 2014
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are still people who think of the old broker
who carries the bag into headquarters. Today’s
agencies compete in categories wall-to-wall
throughout the store, so
they know what works and
what doesn’t. There still isn’t
enough recognition of that.

so they know what’s broken and they instinctively want to fix it.
Retailers are wise to engage agencies across the board, accessing all
their benefits.

What are some shared responsibilities?
Manufacturers, agencies and retailers should
give each other as much lead time as possible on
promotional calendars, seasonal events, new item
What can agencies do
schedules, remodels, category updates/reviews
about that?
and so on. If things aren’t coordinated carefully,
There needs to be more of
there can be great disruption to planogram integan effort at true collaborarity, support services in the store and consumer
tion so that their capabilities
satisfaction. There should be as few surprises as
are known and used to best
possible — everyone’s best interests are tied to
advantage. For example,
what happens at the shelf.
agencies need to know about
I think both sides should also have regular topappropriate programs to
to-top reviews, bringing in senior managers. This
help build sales and meet
should include the retailer’s CEO, supply chain
the retailer’s objectives.
people, financial officer and chief marketing officer, along with their counterparts on the agency
Mark Baum
How and where should
side. There needs to be a thorough review of all
resources be deployed to
sides of their business.
those ends?
As the industry consolidates, more manufacturers are deploying
To do this, some sales and marketing agencies
their own cross-functional teams embedded with the retailer. They
sometimes need to do a better job undershould make their agencies part of that cross-functional team so
standing their partners’ goals in the marketall that information is shared to produce better performance in the
place. If a major retailer operates multiple
marketplace. It’s best to have suppliers, agencies and retailers come
banners in different parts of the country, the
together so that everyone hears the same thing at the same time.
agency has to realize that these banners and
regions have different goals and objectives. Obviously, in those cases programs need to be customized.
The agency has to be close enough
to the retailer to understand its objectives on a strategic and operational
level. That’s the only way that programs
can be carried out most effectively for
everybody. The agency needs to deepen
relationships from the backroom to the
boardroom, including category managIndependent brokers may help you
ers and supply chain folks. Retailers
truly differentiate.
have a responsibility in allowing this to
t can be frustrating for inhappen, too.
dependents trying to get the
What are some other responsibilities
attention of big brokers. It’s no
on the retailer side?
secret that the major brokers
Retailers need to hear the agency’s ideas
Dan Raftery
focus most of their attention on
and find ways to collaborate. Often,
large chains, so smaller retailers get
they just act unilaterally and expect the
left out. But increasingly, the fortunes
agency to follow along as if it had nothing to
of the independent retailer and the independent broker are tied
offer besides warm bodies. Collaboration is a
together. This is especially true today because of the trend toward
two-way street.
specialty foods and local sourcing. This seismic shift translates to
No good agency wants to hear “This is what
more interest in local vendors, who are most often served by local,
you will do now” without a chance to provide
independent brokers with local market knowledge.
any of the insight and support they can bring
Small retailers would do well to tap into local brokers more, so
to the party. They’re in the stores every day,
they can stock unique products and differentiate their offerings

Is your broker a

Conduit, or
Insulator?
— Dan Raftery

I
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Frozen Ready-Dough , Heat & Serve Rolls and Exciting New Monkey Bread!
®

Bridgford products are simple to prepare and have that special “home-baked flavor” everyone loves!
Your customers will appreciate the convenience, as well as the exceptional quality. All Bridgford products
are supported with Free Standing Insert ads in newspapers and strong promotional programs.

For instant service or more information, contact us at

800-854-3255

Bridgford Foods, P.O. Box 3773, Anaheim, California 92803
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better. It’s an important route to gaining shopper loyalty.
It is these same local brokers that have a difficult time
getting in the door at the big chains that seem to want
only the No. 1 and No. 2 brands.
As a result, major brokers have a tendency not to strive
for new and unique products in local market areas. It’s
the independent broker who can and is more likely to
introduce you to new items from smaller suppliers, and
to tell you their stories that interest your shoppers.
Brokers can be a conduit, and make new connections
happen. Or they can be an insulator, steering you away
from opportunity. It’s a good question to ask yourself: Is
the broker I am dealing with a conduit, or an insulator?

Dispatch from
the Trenches

Brokers and retailers don’t like the direction the
industry seems to be heading. Here’s a summary of
what they told us.

Broker

T

he major retailers are using their own reset
teams and we’re being asked to eat the cost.
This really puts a wedge between the broker,
the retailer and the manufacturer. In a perfect world, we’re all partners, with us doing
the resets, planograms, analysis and making the headquarters calls. But now retailers are using outside third
parties for resets, and turning the process into a profit
center. It would be interesting to drill down and look at
the ownerships of some of these companies and how they
might link in with retailers.
This way of doing resets seems to come and go, with
nobody wanting to take direct responsibility for costs.
If we absorb the cost, we lose money. Larger brokers can
amortize this across their client bases, but we’re increasingly seeing fee-for-service and commissions being cut.
Unfortunately, it’s the retailer and the shopper who get
hurt, because you can’t pay third-party
workers minimum wage for resets

The message from the front lines:
everyone is still trying to shift costs,
and quality is suffering.
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and expect a quality job.
Retailers, brokers and manufacturers also need to
communicate better when it comes to partnering on
big initiatives, so that
everybody wins. Retailers
announce these major
programs and expect us
to pull together our major principals to fund the
events. Bur the retailers
don’t even give a thought
to how we have to meet
goals of our principals
also, and that it needs to
be a give-and-take to function effectively. Each side needs
to help the other to meet as many goals as possible.

But now retailers
are using outside
third parties for
resets, and turning
the process into a
profit center.

Retailer

B

roker sales calls today always focus on the
Nielsen and IRI numbers. It seems like you
can’t sell a case of anything anymore without
having a whole set of numbers — the subtleties of the shopper’s likes and dislikes are just
forgotten, or don’t matter anymore. Layers of sophistication and market knowledge don’t seem to be there like
they used to.
It all gets down to planning, communication and having experienced people. A lot of today’s brokers are hired
right out of school and put right on accounts. They may
shadow an experienced person awhile, but then they

Layers of sophistication and
market knowledge don’t seem
to be there like they used to.
jump right in making calls. It’s ridiculous. You used to
get 20-year veterans in here years ago, but not anymore.
Companies don’t want to pay for the experienced people.
Now even though I just said that, it’s probably best
that broker reps stay no more than three or four years.
If they get to know you too well, they get stale and don’t
try anything new. It’s always good to keep it fresh, especially if the numbers start going down or people develop
an attitude.
Most of the reps who have called on me are good. I had
only one who drove me crazy, and he called on me for
years. If he didn’t get what he wanted, he would sit there
and pout and not call me or email me for weeks at a time.
I’ve heard all the complaints about resets being taken
away from brokers, but it seems to be working out okay.
It’s true that it’s all about getting the work done as
cheaply as possible, but it gets done. If brokers are losing
money on the one hand, they’re making it up on the
other, I’ll guarantee it. 

SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN

MEXICAN GOES

MAINSTREAM
Hispanic varieties of everything from appetizers to
entrees outperformed their categories as a whole.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

W

hile the frozen entree category has struggled
of late, the Mexican segment remains a bright
spot. For the second year in a row, sales of
Mexican entrees rose 2.0% during the 52 weeks ended
Oct. 26, topping out at $1.14 billion across channels,
according to Nielsen. Sales of Italian and Oriental
entrees, on the other hand, fell 8.7% and 6.6%, respectively. Although distribution of General Mills’ new
eight-SKU Old El Paso frozen meals for two (www.
oldelpaso.com) was still somewhat limited during that
period, manufacturers say its
introduction last
September probably gave the
category a slight
boost.
But products
with “Latin flair”
are also making
news in other
major categories.
In appetizers/
With its new Delimex Pork Taquitos,
snack rolls, both
H.J. Heinz brings a common Mexican
protein to the frozen snacks category. Delimex (+4.6%)
and José Olé (+1.0)
outperformed the segment as a whole (-2.6%) during the
12 weeks ended Dec. 1, reports Chicago-based market research firm IRI. And in handheld entrees (non-breakfast),
both El Monterey (+7.8%) and José Olé (+6.7%) surpassed
the segment’s 3.5% gain overall.

NON-HISPANICS BIGGEST USERS
The growth of Mexican foods comes as no surprise given
the increase in the Hispanic population, expected to
grow from about 16% today to 30% by 2050. But many
Mexican foods have crossed over from ethnic to everyday.
One study found that 86% of U.S. households that use
Mexican foods are non-Hispanic.
“Mexican foods have become mainstream with
widespread acceptance,” confirms Charlene Richardson,
director of marketing, at San Diego-based Circle Foods
(www.circlefoods.com), now part of Tyson Foods. In fact,
she adds, a 2013 report by Rockville, Md.-based Packaged
Facts reveals tortillas outsell staples such as pasta and
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hamburger rolls. And, according to IRI, dollar sales of
salsa are $1.093 billion versus ketchup’s $734 million (but
this reflects the higher price per ounce of salsa, which has
far lower sales in volume than ketchup).
With sales of Mexican foods expected to reach nearly
$11 billion by 2017
— a 31% increase
over the 2012 total,
according to Packaged Facts — producers of everything
from cereal to frozen pizza are looking for their piece of
the pie. As a result,
dedicated Hispanic
food suppliers have
been forced to up
their game with
better-quality, more
convenient and
healthier options.
Circle Foods follows up
One of the biggest
last year’s introduction of
success stories is
TortillaLand Oh Mega3! flour
Circle Foods’ Tortil- tortillas with a new Cheesy
laLand refrigerated
variety, set to debut this month.
tortillas, whose sales
shot up 56.9% during the most recent 12 weeks, thanks to
their positioning as a fresh, ready-to-cook, all-natural alternative made with just five simple ingredients. To boost
the better-for-you quotient another notch, the company
debuted a whole grain- and fiber-rich Oh-Mega3! variety
last fall, says Richardson. This year, it’s rolling out Cheesy

Already a restaurant staple, nachos
were notoriously absent from the
frozen snacks aisle until Windsor
came up with a portable version.

Tortillas made with real cheddar cheese, “a great new
twist on a traditional Mexican product.”
Another company chasing the all-natural consumer
is Boulder, Colo.-based EVOL Foods (www.evolfoods.
com), whose line of frozen burritos boast “simple, clean
ingredients you could find in your own pantry.” Currently expanding from the natural and organic channel
to mainstream supermarkets (a selection of quesadillas
debuted at Target last fall), the company recently introduced a “plus” line that includes a packet of guacamole. A
four-SKU Burritos Plus collection, including one glutenand dairy-free variety, launched last summer, followed by
a Quesadilla Plus line this past winter. It also includes a
gluten-free option.
According to EVOL founder and COO Phil Anson,

SPOTLIGHT: MEXICAN
the addition
and CEO
“Bold, spicy flavors remain a strong
of guacaRachel Cultrend in the frozen Mexican foods
mole taps
len, “(The
category,” says Terri Bihl, direcinto growing
multi-packs)
tor of marketing for Mexican CPG
demand for
respond to
at Houston-based Windsor Foods
“customizable”
consumers’
(www.joseole.com), maker of the
foods and prodesire for
José Olé lineup. To better meet that
vides an eating
the qualneed, the company recently took its
experience “an
ity and great
jalapeno-topped Chicken & Cheese
order of magtaste of our
Nacho Bites nationwide. Already a
nitude better
burritos and
restaurant staple, nachos were notoEVOL’s new Quesadillas Plus allows
than burritos
chimichangas riously absent from the frozen snacks
consumers to customize their snack with
alone.” The
in volume
aisle until Windsor came up with
a packet of guacamole.
addition of
quantities.
a portable version, says Bihl, citing
quesadillas to
It’s all about
another hot category trend. A second
the line also opens up different
fferent usff
the convenience of having them
variety, Shredded Steak & Cheese, is
ages since they’re often consumed as
readily available for a quick snack or
available only in select markets.
snacks as well as meals.
breakfast on-the-run.” Varieties now
Pittsburgh-based H.J. Heinz (www.
Another new addition to the
available in 12-packs include Shredheinz.com) found another way for
EVOL line: larger, 11-ounce burritos ded Steak and Cheese and Chicken
consumers to enjoy nachos at home.
designed to satisfy bigger appetites.
and Monterey Jack Cheese Burritos,
Like the name says, its frozen T.G.I.
“We found that 6 ounces
Friday’s Chicken &
just wasn’t enough for
Cheese Nacho Topsome of our customers,
pers include only the
who said they often have
nacho toppings: grilled
to eat two standard-size
chicken, onion, peppers,
burritos,” he explains.
refried beans, shredded
Offered
ffered in two bolder, spicier flavors Shredded Steak and Cheese and
ff
cheese and nacho cheese sauce. Conand darker, “more manly” packagChicken and Monterey Jack Cheese
sumers add their own tortilla chips.
ing, the new size is selling phenomChimichangas, and Egg and Sausage
The company also introduced
enally well, says Anson. “Clearly,
and Egg and Bacon Breakfast Bura pair of frozen snacks under its
there was a huge, unmet need for a
ritos.
Delimex brand.
Ruiz also
bigger burrito.”
While Beef Soft
Another natural frozen burrito
made a big
Tacos filled a void
manufacturer, Nashville-based Red’s
move on
in the line, Pork
All Natural (www.redsallnatural.
the frozen
Taquitos marked
com), went in the opposite direction,
snack side of
the entry of a
supplementing its existing 11-ounce
the category
new protein to
offerings
fferings with a pair of 5-ounce
ff
where it
the category. An
“snack-size” burritos. According to
recently deintegral part of
IRI data provided by the company,
buted a pair
many traditional
snack-size products (6 ounces or less) of chicken
Mexican dishes,
represent approximately 90% — or
taquitos
“Pork is on the
more than $250 million — of all frowith seamenu at popular
zen handheld non-breakfast sales.
soned shells.
fast casual MexiTaking its cue from the salty snacks
Inspired
can restaurants
aisle, Ruiz Foods introduces El
RUIZ DEBUTS MULTI-PACKS
by the hot
like Chipotle,
Monterey Shell Shockers, chicken
Both EVOL and Red’s All Natural
sellers in the
Qdoba and Moe’s.
taquitos with seasoned outer shells.
burritos are sold singly, which Anson salty snacks
But there were no
says allows consumers to experiment aisle, “We
pork offerings
fferings in
ff
with different
fferent flavors. But top-seller
ff
took a traditional Mexican item and
the frozen Mexican segment,” says
El Monterey, produced by Dinuba,
made it more exciting by adding a
company spokesperson Suzanne
Calif.-based Ruiz Foods (www.
bold flavor on the outside,” says CulBasista. “Our Pork Taquitos are a
elmonterey.com), recently rolled out
len. Offered
ffered in 24-count packages,
ff
good example of how we look to offer
ff
ffer
12-packs of its most popular singleEl Monterey Shell Shockers come in
traditional Mexican items [in forms]
serve burritos and chimichangas.
Chicken with Jalapeno Ranch and
that meet the preferences of today’s
According to company president
Chicken with Nacho Cheese flavors.
consumers.” 

Sales of Mexican foods are expected
to reach nearly $11 billion by 2017 —
a 31% increase over the 2012 total.
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If it’s out there,

it’s in here.

FMI Connect is the new FMI show,
redesigned so that every aisle,
exhibit and education session is
loaded with inspiration and ideas.
Stock up on solutions for your entire
store and every aspect of your
business, including:

More fresh and perishables to
keep customers coming back
Retail technology to enhance the
shopping experience
New product innovations to boost
margins in every department
Basket-filling temptations and the
latest taste trends


Join industry peers from every channel at food retail’s defining event.

Co-located with:

Register today at fmiconnect.net!

SPOTLIGHT:
BREADBREAD
& DOUGH
MERCHANDISING:

MIXED
BAG FOR

and its “significant departure from
the everyday — a full-flavored savory profile with a good, strong garlic
component and cheese. The result
is incremental sales to the category,
not cannibalization,” he says.
“We saw this as a foodservice
crossover opportunity,” adds DaRe.
“An item that proved successful in
restaurants is now proving to be
successful as a fully-baked retail item
in grocers’ freezer cases.” Furlani’s
photo captions needed throughout
Cheddar Biscuits will continue rollbread & dough photo captions
ing out across the U.S. in 2014.
Changing tastes mean the old
needed throughout bread & dough
In the frozen bread/rolls/pastry
product mix may need a shake-up.
dough subcategory, Rhodes Bakethe year before could have also been
N-Serve brand
BY DAN RAFTERY
a factor.
took over top
Expanding distribution is one reaspot in dollar
rivate label
son behind the increases for Rhodes
sales with a
remains
Bake-N-Serve products. “Rhodes is
3.2% increase
the leading
gaining distribution on the new Mini
— significantly Baguettes and Monkey Bread across
brand in the frooutpacing
zen fresh baked
the nation,” says Kenny Farnsworth,
the new No.
bread/roll/biscuit
CEO of the Salt Lake City, Utah
2, Pillsbury
segment, posting
manufacturer (www.rhodesbread.
Grands. Mary
gains of 4.3% in
com). “Rhodes has introduced ButB’s rose a
dollars and 2.5%
termilk and Southern Style Biscuits
healthy 5.0%
in units for the
in a few markets and they are selling
in dollars and
12 weeks ended
well in limited distribution.”
2.9% in units
Dec. 1, according
Growth should continue in 2014.
for the same
to Chicago-based
“Rhodes continues to advertise on raperiod. The
market research
dio and television in many markets,”
Goya brand,
photo captions needed
firm IRI. The
says Farnsworth, “as well as national
in sixth place
throughout bread & dough
New York brand
FSI’s and women’s magazines with
among this
photo captions needed
holds onto seccoupon offers.
ffers. Plus we will continue
ff
group’s top 10,
throughout bread & dough
ond place with
building the Rhodes brand on The
jumped 7.8% in Food Network in 2014.”
healthy gains of
dollar sales and 3.5% in units.
2.0% in dollars and 2.2% in units.
Rhodes, Goya and Mary B’s gained ON THE HORIZON
Six brands on the IRI top-10 list for
more in dollars than in units or volWhere should you look to grow sales
this product group show dollar declines versus the year-ago period. But ume, suggesting that shoppers traded in 2014? Doug Radi, svp of marketFurlani, up 59.2% in dollars and 27.0% up to larger sizes for their big holiday ing & conventional sales at Rudi’s
Organic Bakery ((www.rudisbakery.
in units, is the stellar performer. “We dinners. Higher retail prices versus
com), Boulder, Colo.,
wanted to shake up the
advises watching the
frozen biscuit category
organic and gluten-free
when we launched the
segments. “We connew Cheddar Biscuits
“Gluten-free consumers are hungry (pun intended) for warm,
tinue to see tremendous
in the fall of 2013,” says
fresh baked bread experiences without the hassle of learning
growth in the premium/
Paul DaRe, vp sales
how to bake gluten-free. For the average consumer, it’s very
specialty bread and
and marketing, Furlani
difficult to learn how to replace gluten with other starches,
baked goods segments,
),
(
(www.furlanis.com
gums and non-gluten containing grains when baking bread
specifically the organic
Mississauga, Ontario,
at home. They prefer a simple and convenient solution like
and gluten-free segCanada.
those found in the frozen food case.”
ments, says Radi. “We
He attributes the
—Doug Radi, svp of marketing & conventional sales at
recently did a broad,
product’s success to a
Rudi’s Organic Bakery.
national study regard
strong price proposition

BREAD &
DOUGH

P

HOME-BAKED GLUTEN-FREE
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SPOTLIGHT: BREAD & DOUGH

perience at home in just 10 minutes.”
say they don’t purchase is because
The product is in distribution at
they can’t find the product. “Remajor conventional and natural food
tailers across all channels have an
retailers nationally in the freezer
immediate opportunity to grow
section with an SRP of $5.99. 
this segment of their business,” he
advises.
New product launches usually
Dan Raftery is president of Raftery
help grow the business. “We are
Resource Network and a trumpet
now launching a new line called
hobbyist. He can be reached at
Dan@RafteryNet.com.
Rudi’s Gluten-Free Heat & Serve
Ciabatta Roll
in Plain and
Rosemary
Olive Oil varieties,” says
“Thanksgiving and Christmas sales of frozen bread and roll
Radi. “The
dough were excellent. The retailers did an excellent job
new products
displaying and stocking these items during the highest
are soft and
volume time of the year. But let’s not forget that Easter
chewy inside
is the third highest volume holiday for frozen bread and
with a crusty
rolls. Easter is April 20th and Passover starts April 15th. Be
outside and
ready for a run on your dinner and breakfast rolls.”
give the con—Ken Farnsworth, CEO, Rhodes Bake N Serve.
sumer a fresh
bread roll ex
ex-

EASTER & PASSOVER ALERT

photo captions needed throughout
bread & dough photo captions
needed throughout bread & dough

ing consumer attitudes and usage
within these two specialty segments and two major findings came
out, both of which are
valuable insights for
retailers.”
Sales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and dollar stores combined
“First,” reports Radi,
for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 1, 2013, according to IRI, the Chicago-based market research firm. Percent change is versus
“Organic and glutenthe same period a year ago. Data is for brands as originally trademarked and may not include line extensions. Cookie
free bread and baked
dough is included in the total but not broken out here.
goods are no longer
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
niche consumer segments — about 18%
CATEGORY - FZ BREAD/FZ DOUGH $256,649,000
(0.8)
87,616,590
(0.9) 105,117,000 (0.9)
of U.S. households
FZ FRESH BKD BRD/ROLL/BSCT
$186,973,400
0.2
67,743,540
- 63,608,230
1.4
are regularly buying
Private Label
$43,599,540
4.3
19,117,230
2.5 18,576,790
5.3
organic bread and 13%
New York
$40,934,780
2.0
14,181,180
2.2 10,643,140
3.2
are buying gluten-free
Sister Schubert’s
$32,813,170
(0.1)
9,175,364
2.1 10,542,810
1.8
bread products. And
Pepperidge Farm
$22,975,780
(9.9)
8,649,735
(6.4)
5,967,819 (7.7)
second, consumers
Cole’s
$12,971,230
5,490,814
(2.1)
4,434,882 (2.3)
want to buy these
Pillsbury Grands
$7,474,491
(4.1)
2,166,434
(2.7)
4,467,438
0.2
products where they
Mary B’s
$3,305,651
(8.7)
1,141,275 (12.3)
1,925,633 (2.6)
typically shop.”
Furlani
$2,905,140
59.2
1,409,161
27.0
1,050,026 67.6
“Fully 60% of glutenMamma Bella
$2,604,600
(9.7)
868,652
(4.1)
638,551 (3.6)
free and organic bread
Joseph Campione
$2,013,983
(14.3)
823,205 (13.9)
572,824 (13.7)
consumers state that
FZ BRD/ROLLS/PSTRY DGH
$63,868,760
(3.5) 18,872,050 (3.5) 38,798,420 (4.5)
they want to be able to
Rhodes
$12,664,870
3.2
3,057,975
1.3
10,215,120
1.4
buy these segments in
Pillsbury Grands
$11,842,250
(4.7)
3,668,200
(3.6)
6,767,899 (0.3)
conventional grocery
Mary B’s
$8,819,035
5.0
2,384,776
2.9
5,472,658
4.2
and mass outlets,” says
Private Label
$5,475,657
(3.8)
1,736,156
(6.3)
4,196,546 (2.4)
Radi. “And 40% want
Rhodes Bake-N-Serv
$5,109,285
(7.3)
1,341,971
(9.9)
3,730,148 (10.0)
to buy them in club
Goya
$2,689,546
7.8
1,336,231
3.5
1,312,082
3.7
outlets.”
Athens Foods
$2,359,119
(4.2)
605,184
(7.6)
601,588 (7.2)
According to Rudi’s
Bridgford
$2,324,234
(4.1)
715,391
(1.8)
1,470,104 (3.0)
research, the key
Rhodes Warm-N-Serv
$2,233,654
(13.5)
913,725
(14.1)
645,099 (14.5)
reason these shoppers
Pepperidge Farm Stone Baked
$1,965,213
1.4
600,968
3.8
525,847
3.8
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BREAD UPDATE

and contributes to the overall experience of the meal.
Schlotzky’s and Subway have both released jalapeno
cheese breads, which definitely contribute to the overall
flavor of the sandwich. Bakery cafes, which have outpaced
Add-ins, better-for-you and artisan items are helping
the foodservice industry overall and grown
drive growth in 2014.
4% during the last year, continue to offer
ff
ffer
unique
breads,
such
as
Panera’s
tomato
BY ADRIENNE NADEAU
basil and Au Bon Pain’s sprouted grain
roll. Many products incorporate betterast year was full of
for-you offerings
fferings such as whole grains and
ff
contradictions. Due
high
fiber.
to more frequent
While the pretzel bread fad will likely
diagnoses of celiac disease
decline
in 2014, there are plenty of other
and the health halo around
artisanal
trends ready to emerge this year.
gluten-free foods, the NPD
Flatbreads,
focaccia, low-carb or glutenGroup reports that 200
free
specialty
breads, and fresh-baked
million gluten-free meals
grains
will
get
a healthy amount of space
were requested in resADRIENNE NADEAU
on
menus.
Consumers
want to try inventaurants and foodservice
tive
flavors
and
are
willing
to experiment
venues across America.
beyond
the
standard
grains.
Offering
ffering
ff
upscale
add-ins,
However, pretzel bread was simultaneously becoming
such
as
cheese
or
seeds,
and
classic
baking
techniques,
one of the biggest trends to hit the restaurant world.
will differentiate
fferentiate the brand off
ff
ffering and earn market
Yes, there are perceived health benefits to a low-carb
share
as
well
as
menu
share.

diet, but sales prove that high-quality, innovative bread

L

offerings
fferings will still sell.
ff
Creative offerings
fferings are crucial to consumers. Bread is no
ff
longer a flavor carrier, but full of flavor in its own right

Adrienne Nadeau is a senior analyst at Technomic
www.technomic.com),
), the Chicago-based consulting
(www.technomic.com
(www.technomic.com
and research firm serving the food industry.

Insight. Action. Results.
Winning
the Race to
Growth

2014 Summit
March 10 – 12, 2014
Gaylord Palms Resort
Orlando, Florida
www.cpgsummit.com

Three days full of the freshest ideas
and the smartest growth strategies.
Suit up for deep-dives into:
Ř Kick-starting growth
Ř Mastering your marketing mix
Ř Paradigm-busting, profit-capturing analytics
Ř Best practices from best-in-class businesses
With sessions that will challenge conventional
wisdom, a technical showcase that will have
everyone talking and a guest list that will bring
together some of the brightest minds in the
industry, the IRI Summit promises to be three
days of can’t-miss and must-know!
Register today @ www.cpgsummit.com

SPOTLIGHT: PIZZA

PIZZA

ON THE REBOUND
Despite losses by many of the top 10, total sales edge
up 0.4%, thanks to strong gains by private label and
several smaller, premium brands.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

A

fter a couple of difficult years post-recession, the
frozen pizza category is on the rise once again.
During the 12 weeks ended Dec. 1, dollar sales
across channels edged up 0.4%, topping out at $983.15
billion. However, unit sales slipped 1.8%, suggesting
a continued shift to higher-priced premium options,
many of which are sold under smaller, better-for-you
brands — and premium private labels. In fact, store
brand sales jumped 9.8% during the period, cementing
private label’s
hold on the
category’s
No. 2 spot.
Except for No.
6 Freschetta,
whose sales
shot up 32.4%,
most of the
remaining top
10 registered
losses.
“Most of the
growth is at
the upper end
Described as ‘craft’ pizza, Palermo’s
of the category,
new Screamin’ Sicilian collection
in pizzas that
targets the growing number of
go for $5.50
consumers willing to pay a little
to $6-plus,”
more for premium quality.
confirms
Mike Pytlinski, Palermo brand director at Milwaukeebased Palermo’s Pizza (www.palermospizza.com), which
introduced a line of artisan-style “craft” pizzas under the
Screamin’ Sicilian brand last fall. The company also continues to promote its new flatbreads. According to Pytlinski, their unique toppings, better-for-you nutritional
profile and smaller size appeal to singles, baby boomers
and empty nesters who might have left the category otherwise. “They don’t want the traditional 28-ounce rising
crust pizza,” he explains. “And they’re willing to pay
more for premium options that fit their lifestyle.”
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“Flatbreads are hot,” agrees Jim Storner, national sales
manager for Schaumburg, Ill.-based Nation Pizza and
Foods (www.nationpizza.com). “A lot of our customers
are putting in private label versions with higher-end toppings like steak and shrimp — varieties no one else has.”
What’s the next big thing? Storner says flavor-infused
crusts are likely to gain momentum in 2014 as new
technologies allow manufacturers to mix flavors directly into the dough rather than simply brush them on top.
“People want
something new
and different,
ff
fferent,
and these are,”
he adds.
But new and
different
fferent alone
ff
isn’t enough,
says Brad Sterl,
president and
CEO of Pittsfield, N.H.based American
Flatbread (www.
americanflat
bread.com).
Schwan’s will roll out its first gluten“Quality needs
free varieties later this month under
to be improved
its Freschetta label.
across the category. Everything we hear is that consumers want better.” He adds, “If
Domino’s can do it, so can the frozen sector.”

THIN IS IN
A steady stream of new products, particularly in the
premium segment, suggests mainstream manufacturers are getting the message loud and clear. For example,
Glendale, Calif.-based Nestlé USA (www.nestleusa.com)
recently rolled out a Thin & Crispy line that boasts a
preservative-free
crust and no
artificial flavors.
Offered
ffered under its
ff
flagship DiGiorno
brand (www.digiorno.com), the
slightly smaller
pies are offered
ff
ffered
in three upscale
varieties: Tomato Mozzarella with Pesto, Spinach with
Garlic, and Pepperoni and Peppers.
The Schwan Food Co. (www.theschwanfoodcompany.
com), Minneapolis, also debuted a new Thin & Crispy
collection recently, reports vp of marketing Tom Dixon.
But instead of the “eclectic” flavors included in a previous
thin-crust lineup, it opted for three more “mainstream”
varieties that it believes will appeal to more consum-

‘Quality needs to be
improved across the
category.... If Domino’s
can do it, so can the
frozen sector.’

ers: Classic Cheese, Signature Pepperoni, and Canadian
Bacon & Pineapple.
While Schwan’s plays it safe, other brands are going
beyond the tried and true, introducing varieties inspired by some of the hottest ethnic foods. For example,
Kellogg’s-owned Kashi (www.kashi.com), Battle Creek,
Mich., recently added Greek Tzatziki and Indian Tikka

Schwan’s will launch its first two
gluten-free offerings this month
under its Freschetta brand.
Masala varieties, the line’s first single-serve options. Sales
of deli pizza slices and calzones/stromboli — both good
choices for single diners — have grown over the past
three years while sales of whole pizzas have fallen 4%,
according to a recent Nielsen Newswire report. And in
the frozen section, Red Baron Singles (+4.9%) were one of
the only top-10 brands to see sales rise during the most
recent 12 weeks.
Nestlé-owned California Pizza Kitchen (www.
cpkfrozen.com) recently jumped on the ethnic foods
bandwagon as well, adding limited-edition Greek Recipe
and Spicy Chipotle Chicken varieties to its Crispy Thin



Crust line. It also made Fire-Roasted Vegetables, itself a
former limited-edition offering,
ffering, a permanent part of the
ff
collection.
Limitededition
offerings
fferings not
ff
only give
manufacturers
a chance to
“try out” new
flavors, they
also help bring
excitement
to a category
that has begun
to feel a little
stale, according to Alan
Kellogg’s adds Greek Tzatziki and
Hoover, genIndian Tikka Masala varieties to its
eral manager
Kashi frozen pizza lineup, its first
at Columbus,
single-serve offerings.
Ohio-based
Jane’s Dough
Foods (www.janesdoughfoods.com). His company
recently added a LTO Triple Sausage Romano variety
popular in its restaurants to its refrigerated Fresh Bake
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boutique brands has attracted the
by Donatos
prepared by
attention of the Big Three, with
lineup.
Nielsen for the
Schwan’s first to pull the trigger.
While the
National FroAccording to Dixon, the company
frozen segzen & Refrigwill launch its first two glutenment is finally
erated Foods
free offerings
fferings this month under
ff
out of the red,
Association.
While brands its Freschetta brand. Expected
refrigerated
like Amy’s,
to retail for around $9.99 apiece,
pizza sales fell
Udi’s and Ian’s
both Gluten-Free Four-Cheese and
3.2% to $77.46
already offer
ff
ffer
Gluten-Free Signature Pepperoni
million during
gluten-free
the most refrozen pizza,
cent 12 weeks,
the category
according to
To help build excitement in the
has welcomed a
IRI. Although category, Jane’s Dough adds a limitedthe takeedition variety, Triple Sausage Romano, number of new
products recentand-bake
to its Fresh Bake by Donatos lineup.
ly. For example,
category has
Lyndhurst,
been hurt by
N.J.-based Dr. Schar USA (www.
competition both in and outside the
drschar.com) recently added a second
supermarket (i.e. low-cost frozen
are Celiac Sprue Association
Veggie variety to its lineup, while
and take-out/delivery alternatives),
certified. “With their light, airy and
Jane’s Dough rolled out a collection
Hoover says the real culprit is a lack
crispy gluten-free crust, these new
of retailer commitment to the refrig- of gluten-free flatbreads under the
erated segment. “There just isn’t a lot Sonoma Flatbreads by Donatos label. pizzas will be ones that everyone
The success of those smaller,
can enjoy,” he says. 
of excitement in the set,” he explains.
“When they exist, displays
aren’t compelling or inspired;
there’s very little cross-merSales in supermarkets, drugstores, mass merchants, military commissaries and select club and dollar stores
chandising with wings, wine,
combined for the 12 weeks ended Dec. 1, 2013, according to IRI, the Chicago-based market research firm.
soft drinks, movie rentals and
Percent change is versus the same period a year ago.
so forth. And we haven’t seen
CATEGORY
$ SALES % CHG UNIT SALES % CHG
VOLUME % CHG
a lot of higher-end products.
FZ PIZZA
$983,154,100
0.4 307,707,700 (1.8) 319,136,000 (1.2)
There’s just not much out
DiGiorno
$225,051,200
(7.8) 40,453,720
(6.2) 66,869,060 (9.0)
there that’s unique, upscale
Private
Label
$105,682,800
9.8
33,912,060
2.0 37,493,930
7.5
or really different
fferent from frozen
ff
Red Baron
$95,152,590
(2.1) 28,167,870
3.6 35,682,160
4.1
pizza.” He adds, “Retailers
Totino’s Party Pizza
$78,864,160
0.6 57,500,810
(2.8) 37,625,290 (2.0)
need to commit to building a
Tombstone
$75,922,710
(9.2) 21,687,560 (15.4) 30,233,810 (15.2)
successful program and makFreschetta
$42,936,860
32.4
8,673,132
37.1 13,786,090 36.3
ing a destination for shoppers
that really competes against
California Pizza Kitchen
$30,203,760
(7.1) 5,901,996
(7.4) 4,709,878 (3.4)
outside pizzerias.”
Jack’s Original
$25,973,870
3.0
9,214,534
1.5 9,559,484
1.4
Red Baron Singles
$21,078,090
4.9
5,848,113
(0.3) 5,497,286 (2.8)
GLUTEN-FREE UP 14%
Tony’s
$19,598,200
(12.4) 9,333,206
(13.1) 8,822,128 (12.3)
While thin crusts and exotic
RFG PIZZA/PIZZA KITS $77,455,920
(3.2) 12,261,120 (8.5) 25,646,020 (3.0)
toppings become increasPrivate Label
$61,004,580
1.4 8,593,704
2.7 20,083,340
5.0
ingly mainstream, another
Mama Rosa’s
$7,034,749
(26.1) 2,000,867 (32.7) 2,853,762 (30.0)
niche item is also making
Uno
$2,134,854
(11.2)
324,029 (43.7)
522,975 (45.4)
the transition from specialty
Wholesome Homes
$1,474,486
26.3
243,614
39.0
624,260 39.0
to everyday. Unit sales of
Family Finest Make-N-Bake $993,439
(2.5)
175,707
(5.3)
277,896 (4.2)
products labeled gluten-free
Nardone Bros.
$931,005
(10.5)
186,501 (11.4)
361,672 (11.6)
jumped 14% from August
Donatos
$840,419
(18.5)
112,225 (16.2)
173,669 (16.4)
2012 to August 2013, making
it one of the fastest-growing
Vicolo
$446,792
(8.2)
53,863
(6.7)
53,507 (6.6)
label claims in the marketHormel
$424,759
(22.2)
203,038 (28.3)
50,760 (28.3)
place, according to a 2013
Family Finest Take-N-Bake
$257,667
(21.6)
39,580 (21.0)
69,963 (22.5)
State of the Industry report

Store brand sales
jumped 9.8% during the
period, cementing private label’s hold on the
category’s No. 2 spot.

FROZEN PIZZA
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SPOTLIGHT: NATURAL & ORGANIC

NATURAL &

ORGANIC

UP 12.3%
‘Organic’ now outpaces ‘natural,’
an ambiguous term experiencing
growing consumer backlash.
BY DENISE LEATHERS

A

fter a brief slowdown during
the recession, the natural
and organic segment has
resumed its year-over-year doubledigit growth. Sales in natural and
conventional outlets combined
totaled $27.55 billion during
the 52 weeks ended Nov. 24,
a 12.3% increase compared
with the same period a year
ago, reports Schaumburg,
Ill.-based SPINS. Sales
of natural foods jumped
12.0% to $16.84 billion,
while sales of organic
foods (70%+ organic content) were up 12.8% to
$10.71 billion, reversing a
trend that’s seen natural
outgain organic since at
least 2009.
Prevailing wisdom held
that better-for-you natural
was “good enough” for
all but the most die-hard
organic consumers —
plus it was a lot easier and
less expensive for manufacturers to
achieve than organic certification.
But the term has become so overused
during the past couple of years that
it’s lost some of its cachet. In fact, a
State of the Industry report prepared
for the National Frozen & Refrigerated
Foods Association (NFRA) by Nielsen
reveals “natural” was the second-most
common health claim called out on
product packaging last year, behind
only claims around the presence of fat
(including those on lite beer).
A bigger problem, however, is
the term’s misuse by unscrupulous
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marketers taking full advantage of
the Food and Drug Administration’s
unwillingness to establish a legal
definition of natural. A handful of
states have taken matters into their
own hands, but the resulting hodgepodge of rules and regulations around
the term’s use has created all kinds of
headaches for manufacturers. In fact,
more than 100 companies, including
major players like Chobani, PepsiCo
and Kellogg, are facing lawsuits over
their use of the word natural on processed foods said to contain chemicals
and artificial ingredients. And legislatures in 26 states are considering
whether foods that contain genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) should
be labeled as such.
The Grocery Manufacturers Association is petitioning the FDA to
allow products made with ge
genetically engineered ingredi
ingredients to be labeled natural. But
the possibility that bio-engi
bio-engineered foods could legally be
called natural has created
controversy — and strong
demand for products
labeled GMO-Free. In
fact, reports Nielsen, unit
sales of GMO-free items
jumped 24% during the
Turkey Hill makes its
first foray into the
organic segment
with a collection of
certified organic
black and green
refrigerated teas.

52 weeks ended Aug. 3, the secondlargest gain by a health-related label
claim of any kind.
Although hundreds of manufacturers have jumped on the GMO-free
bandwagon recently, one of the first
mainstream companies to secure
third-party verification was Ward
Hill, Mass.-based Cedar’s Mediterranean Foods (www.cedarsfoods.com).
“Products as simple as hummus made
with whole ingredients should never
contain anything harmful to consumers, whether a hidden ingredient,
preservative or GMO,” says director

of marketing and public relations
Aimee Tsakirellis.
Until the GMO-free issue is
decided — or more manufacturers
voluntarily seek third-party verification — the organic segment is likely
to enjoy disproportionate growth.
In fact, products labeled organic
were the fifth-largest gainer (out of
35 total) on Nielsen’s list of leading
health-related label claims, up 11%
during the period.
“Many consumers are buying
organic products because they provide assurance they do not contain
genetically modified ingredients,”
wrote London-based market research
firm Organic Monitor in a recent
statement. “In the absence of mandatory GM labeling, Organic Monitor
projects U.S. organic food sales will
reach $50 billion by 2018.”

GIVE ‘EM THE DETAILS
Given all the uncertainty and potential litigation, some consultants
are recommending against using the
term all-natural and focusing instead
on more specific, defensible claims:
Non-GMO Project Verified, certified
gluten-free, hormone- or antibioticfree, minimally processed, free of
high fructose corn syrup, preservative-free, etc.
Even without the controversy,
consultant Linda Gilbert, CEO
of Manheim, Pa.-based EcoFocus
Worldwide (www.ecofocusworldwide.
com), says specific claims are always
a better choice than the generic “allnatural” because the term is ambiguous. When it comes to better-for-you,
“You want to give consumers the fine
print, not the headline,” she explains.
“Leave all-natural off
ff and just say
what the product is: preservative-free
or minimally processed or whatever.”
If you do use the term, she adds,
be sure to explain exactly how you
define it. Because not only does the
definition vary by consumer, it varies
from category to category. So all-natural eggs mean something completely
different
fferent than, say, natural frozen
ff
string beans.
“I don’t think you lose anything
by getting rid of the natural label,”

notes Phil Anson, founder and COO
want to know exactly what compaKroger’s Simple Truth, and Aldi’s new
of Boulder, Colo.-based EVOL Foods
nies are putting into their products.
SimplyNature.
Whether organic, natural, simple or
(www.evolfoods.com), which hopes
So adding the all-natural label and
anything in between, better-for-you
to eliminate the moniker from
making our ingredient panels
food could be the frozen department’s
its packaging. “It no
simpler definitely hits
saving grace, says Anson. “The catlonger makes sense
the mark.” Turkey
egory is in trouble because the legacy
to market our
Hill also o
offers
ffers allff
food with a word
natural lemonade, brands that built this segment are no
longer relevant with today’s consumthat has no real
he reports. But
ers. Frozen food is full of preservatives,
meaning. Yes,
this year, it’s
sodium and hormones, and that’s cast
he adds, replacrolling out its
a negative light on the whole departing a catch-all
first certified
term like natural
organic items: a ment.” To turn things around, “Stores
need to offer
ffer natural brands more
ff
with a host of
line of organic
space.... Natural brands represent the
specific attributes
black and green
future of food in the freezer.”
presents a package
teas.
design challenge. But
While Turkey
NO LONGER NICHE
the information age has
Hill’s simple ingre
ingre“Contrary to popular belief, all natcreated a generation
dient list makes
Cedar’s Mediterranean Foods was
ural products are no longer just niche
of consumers beta natural claim
one of the first “mainstream” brands
items,” agrees Mark Pandolfo, regional
ter able to contend
a lot easier to
to secure GMO-free verification, one
sales manager for Gloucester, Mass.with lots of facts
pull off,
ff, other
ff
of the fastest-growing label claims
based National Fish & Seafood (www.
and figures.
manufacturers
in the marketplace.
Other companies
nationalfish.com), which recently
are focusing
have taken a hybrid
added all-natural Crunchy Fish Sticks
more on the
approach. For example, instead of call- “simple” message. In fact, the words
and Squares to its Matlaw’s lineup. But
ing its multi-ingredient product allit all starts with retailers. In fact, says
simple and simply appear in the
natural, one frozen entree manufacPandolfo, National Fish & Seafood got
names of products in almost every
turer recently began highlighting only
category in the supermarket: Chobani into the natural business at the urging
the fact that it contains all-natural
of Whole Foods, highlighting the key
Simply 100 Greek yogurt, Simply
proteins. That way, it doesn’t have to
role retailers play in bringing betterOrange (and Apple and Cranberry
worry about the odd ingredient whose
for-you products to market.
and Lemonade) refrigerated juice,
“Retailers are the gatekeepers,” says
“naturalness” may be in question.
Country Crock Simply Delicious reThose sorts of fears are less comGilbert. Perhaps even more than in
frigerated spread, and the list goes on
mon in the growing number of
the past, she explains, consumers rely
and on. And then there are the store
products with few ingredients. For
on the stores where they shop to work
brands: Target’s Simply Balanced,
example, Conestoga,
on their behalf — to
Pa.-based Turkey Hill
seek out and bring to
(www.turkeyhill.com)
market the healthiest,
Sales of UPC-coded natural and organic foods and beverages in natural food
relaunched its all-natumost-eco-friendly, onstores (excluding Whole Foods) and conventional supermarkets, drugstores, mass
ral ice cream collection
trend products. “Retailmerchandise outlets (including Walmart), military commissaries and select club
last year by highlighting
ers are represented and
and dollar stores combined for the 52 weeks ended Nov. 23, 2013, according to
the line’s short, simdefined by the products
Schaumburg, Ill.-based SPINS, a leading information provider for the natural and
ple list of ingredients.
on their shelves and
specialty products industry.
Although the company
the companies they do
Category
$ Sales
%Chg
has produced natural
business with,” she says,
All Natural & Organic
$27,545,998,936
12.3%
ice cream since the
noting that all-natural
Organic Only
$10,706,308,071
12.8%
late 1990s, it had never
products on the shelf
Natural Only
$16,839,690,865
12.0%
marketed it as such,
should meet shoppers’
Frozen Natural & Organic
$3,315,611,651
13.0%
reports trade relations
definition of the term.
Organic Only
$868,251,609
15.5%
Sure, it’s a big responcoordinator Colin
Natural Only
$2,447,360,042
12.1%
sibility, says Gilbert. “But
Wright. Fast forward 25
Refrigerated Natural & Organic
$7,743,160,303
12.0%
it also creates a tremenyears, he continues, and
Organic
Only
$2,645,021,546
5.8%
dous opportunity for redemand for clean, miniNatural Only
$5,098,138,757
15.5%
tailers to develop a more
mally processed foods is
Source: SPINSscan Conventional All Outlets Combined (powered by
personal relationship
through the roof. “More
Nielsen Scantrack) and SPINSscan Natural
with their shoppers.” 
than ever, consumers
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LOGISTICS

FREIGHT GOES

the stage with natural-gas vehicles. By the end of 2013,
Coca-Cola was expected to have 16 refrigerated plug-in
electric vehicles from Smith Electric Vehicles, Kansas
City, Mo., delivering chilled Odwalla beverages throughout the San Francisco Bay area. Each truck and refrigeration unit produces zero tailpipe emissions, eliminating
fuel usage by about 90 gallons per week. All told, Coke
Reefers powered by natural gas, electricity and solar
deployed more than 30 alternative fuel vehicles last year,
are picking up speed.
including hybridelectric, liquified
By MICHAEL GARRY
natural gas (LNG)
and CNG vehicles.
efrigerated trucks
And now food
have long been
distributors are
powered by diesel
beginning to leverage
fuel, but now alternative
the power of the sun
energy sources — natural
to fuel their fleets.
gas, electricity and even
For example, eNow,
solar — are beginning to
Warwick, R.I., is testgain acceptance as a way to
ing the effectiveness
reduce both costs and carWarwick, R.I.-based eNow is working with food logistics
of its eCharge Solar
bon footprint.
providers on systems using solar energy.
Battery Charger for
Just this past Decemcold-plate refrigeraber, Minneapolis-based
tion with a mid-Atlantic grocery delivery system. eNow
Supervalu announced that it purchased 35 Class 8 Volvo
has already worked with a Northeast food distributor
trucks that run on compressed natural gas (CNG) to
to test the efficiency of the eCharge system with liftgate
operate out of its Mechanicsville, Va., distribution center,
batteries. “Liftgate batteries are notorious for a short life,
often running out of power during a delivery cycle and
stranding the driver without liftgate capabilities,” said
Carole Ridley, an advisor to eNow. The eCharge system,
she added, maintains liftgate battery charge and improves
battery life for a savings of $200 to $800 per year.

GREENER (& CHEAPER!)

R

HOT NEW ENGINE

Lily Transportation and C.R. England are among the
third-party refrigerated carriers using natural gas.

which serves about 500 stores across five states. Trillium,
Chicago, a provider of CNG fueling stations, built and will
operate a CNG station at the Mechanicsville DC.
The conversion to natural gas will not only reduce
Supervalu’s fuel usage and operating costs but result in
1,300 fewer tons of greenhouse gas emissions. Moving
forward, the Mechanicsville DC has set a goal of converting about 65% of its 105 tractors to natural gas by 2015.
Meanwhile, nationwide, Supervalu operates 20 DCs and
runs a little more than 400 trucks in its private fleet. Another natural gas provider, Clean Energy, Newport Beach,
Calif., is in discussions with Supervalu “about opportunities to supply natural gas to other facilities in the U.S.,”
said Jim Harger, chief marketing officer for Clean Energy.
Trucks fueled only by electricity are beginning to share
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While electric and solar fuels for fleets have promising
futures, for now the most action is happening around
natural gas fuel. Part of that surge can be attributed to
the introduction last August by Cummins of a 12-liter,
400-horsepower natural gas engine (for LNG or CNG),
well-suited for 18-wheelers. Prior to that, “we didn’t have
the right engine” for tractors, said Harger. “We had 15
liter engines, which were too large and [8.9-liter] engines

In the United States, there are
1,290 CNG stations (public and
private) and 84 LNG stations.

that were better suited for buses and trash trucks.”
Harger said that Clean Energy, which operates a
network of nearly 500 natural gas fuel stations across
the U.S., is supplying natural gas to the private fleets of
several grocery companies (that he declined to name) and
food suppliers such as Sysco, US Foods and Core-Mark.
Needham, Mass.-based Lily Transportation Corp. and
C.R. England, Salt Lake City, are third-party operators

National Reach, Local Connections
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WAREHOUSING
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WAREHOUSING

DEDICATED
DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES

DRY
WAREHOUSING
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PROCESSING

TRANSPORTATION

LOGISTICS
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DEDICATION SETS LINEAGE APART
Lineage Logistics is a warehousing and logistics
company built to deliver sophisticated, customized and
dependable cold chain solutions. Lineage has one of the
largest facility networks in the U.S. forged through the
combination of entrepreneurial companies with long
histories and strong reputations. We are a company of
creative people dedicated to getting the job done and
absolutely committed to customer service.
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LOGISTICS

moving refrigerated food with natural gas. Clean Energy
builds both public and private fuel dispensing stations; so
far grocers have opted for the former.
While Supervalu is using CNG, some grocery com-

sen, CEO. The company works with a number of growers
and processors in the region.
Fisher and Sons General Contractors, Burlington,
Wash., is handling construction. The facility will
employ about 250 seasonal workers and 28 permanent
employees. 

HENNINGSEN HIRES GM
FOR SALEM, ORE.

UPS has about 1,000 LNG-fueled trucks. This photo
was taken at a Clean Energy filling station near Dallas.

panies employ LNG, noted Harger. Trucks whose loads
are based on weight rather than volume may prefer LNG
since it’s one-fourth as heavy as CNG. In general, CNG
tends to be used for shorter hauls (under 250 miles),
whereas LNG-fueled trucks can go more than 250 miles
between fill-ups. In the U.S., there are 1,290 CNG stations (public and private) and 84 LNG stations.
In comparison with an equivalent amount of diesel fuel, natural gas fuel is about $1.50 per gallon less.
However, an LNG tractor carries a $30,000 premium
compared to a diesel tractor while a CNG tractor costs
about $50,000 more. Clean Energy is partnering with GE
Finance in an incentive program whereby Clean Energy
will pick up the extra cost of a natural gas truck provided
the vehicle gets a certain number of gallons/month of
natural gas fuel from its network.
While the cost of maintenance for natural gas trucks
is on a par with diesel trucks, technicians need to be
trained to service natural gas vehicles, Harger noted.
But with the advent of a natural-gas engine suited for
18 wheelers, coupled with a growing national infrastructure of fueling stations, many more refrigerated
delivery vehicles are likely to be propelled by natural
gas in 2014, while some others will exploit the power of
electricity and the sun. 

LINEAGE LOGISTICS EXPANDING
Colton, Calif.-based Lineage Logistics is building a
226,000-square-foot cold storage warehouse in Santa
Maria, Calif. The new facility will include 27,000 square
feet for processing of strawberries, blueberries and
other crops.
“This expansion of our operations in California is
standard organic growth for our company, trying to keep
up with the growth of our customers,” said Bill Hendrick-
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Henningsen Cold Storage,
Hillsboro, Ore., has named Kevin
Cummings general manager of
its newest facility in Salem, Ore.
Cummings will direct day-to-day
operations of the facility, which
has more than eight million
cubic feet and more than 32,000
pallet positions.
Cummings joins Henningsen
after 12 years in various positions with Green Bay, Wis.KEVIN CUMMINGS
based Schreiber Foods, where
he was most recently the team leader of the Carthage,
Mo., distribution center. In addition to many leadership
awards from Schreiber, he holds a B.S. degree in business management from the University of Phoenix. He
also served 10 years in the United States Marine Corps.
The facility will serve as a frozen distribution center to
support NORPAC Foods, Stayton, Ore. It is scheduled to
open this spring. 

LITCO DEBUTS PINK PALLETS
Litco International
(www.litco.com), Vienna, Ohio, has introduced
high-visibility, 48- by
40-inch plastic pallets to deter
theft and promote breast cancer
awareness. Thee company is donatdonat
ing $2 from each pink pallet sale to
Thee Breast Cancer Awareness Research
Foundation.
“Pallet pool rental companies have long used red and
blue color schemes to identify their pallets and prevent
losses, but plastic pallet manufacturers have been slow
to deviate from traditional black and blue resins when
producing pallets for end users,” according to Litco. The
pink color offers
ffers “a quick and cost-eff
ff
ffective way to visually identify pallets belonging to their pools.”
Although creating a highly visible plastic pallet to
combat losses appealed to Litco’s product specialist,
Joseph Morella, the pink color choice is more than a new
theft prevention tactic.
“October is widely recognized as breast cancer aware-

ness month, and each fall we see examples of various
companies and organizations using pink to promote
awareness. With this said, each day, women throughout
the world receive breast cancer diagnoses or lose their
lives to this deadly, but curable disease. We sought an ongoing corporate initiative to promote breast cancer awareness and the pink pallet was the result of this effort.” 

IWI-CINCINNATI
IS SQF CERTIFIED
The Interstate Warehousing-Cincinnati warehouse, located in Hamilton, Ohio, has become the second IWI facility
to earn the level 2 Safe Quality Foods (SQF) certification,
according to the Tippmann Group, Fort Wayne, Ind.

cites industry reports saying nearly $35 billion of perishable foods are wasted annually — nearly half of it from
lack of proper temperature control between the grower
and the grocer. The new treatment process exposes fruits
and vegetables to a more uniform temperature, and its filtration system makes the process more environmentally
friendly, according to Flagler. Further, the Miami-based
entry point of the South Florida Logistics Center decreases the amount of time the products are in transport.
Chris Scott, president and CEO of Flagler Global Logistics, notes that “With this cold chain infrastructure in
place at the South Florida Logistics Center, our partners
have a new gateway to the Southeast that allows them to
get their product to market more quickly — adding at least
a week or more to the product’s shelf life.”
The South Florida Logistics Center opened in October
2013 on 200 acres next to the Miami International Airport. The intermodal logistics complex offers cargo handling including multi-modal transportation access, foreign
trade zone advantages and refrigerated cargo options.
Flagler Global Logistics was formerly known as South
Florida Logistics Services. 

LOGISTICS LEDGER

Interstate Warehousing-Cincinnati is the second
IWI facility to earn the level 2 Safe Quality Foods
certification.

“The food safety initiative is a high priority for Interstate Warehousing and Tippmann Group,” said John
Tippmann, Jr., Tippmann group president.
The IWI Cincinnati warehouse, in operation since
1994, has grown to 444,000 square feet. It is home to
one of the largest foodservice freight consolidation
programs, and assembles nearly 43,000 orders per year
with a 99% accuracy rating. The building has 55,000 tall
pallet positions. About 535 million pounds of product
are distributed through this location annually. 

NEW PROCESS TO
EXTEND SHELF LIFE
A new treatment process will extend the shelf life and
improve the quality of fruits, vegetables and other perishables by protecting them better in the cold chain, according to Coral Gables, Fla.-based Flagler Global Logistics
(flaglergl.com).
The company says its South Florida Logistics Center
has received United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) approval for its new treatment process. Flagler

The global cold chain market is expected to see a
15.94% compound annual growth rate between 2013
and 2018, according to a new study by Reportstack
(reportstack.com), Naperville, Ill. A key driver is the
increasing need to reduce food wastage, according to
the company. Reportstack says the market has been
witnessing higher demand for cold chain logistics in
emerging economies, but high real estate and energy
costs could slow this growth… Hamilton, Ind.-based
North American Cold Storage plans to build a $12.1
million, 90,000-square-foot facility in the Woodburn,
Ind., industrial park. Construction on the facility, which
may employ as many as 25 people, could begin in February. The company was founded last year… United Cold
Storage (unitedcoldstorage.com) has relocated to 1600
Donner Avenue, San Francisco, increasing its capacity
to nearly 2.5 million cubic feet and adding trucking and
rail services to its global food logistics services. The new
location has 36 dock doors and two rail doors on a 600foot siding with direct freezer access… Wilmington,
N.C.-based USA InvestCo’s second EB-5 project, the
Port of Wilmington Cold Storage facility, will create
100 jobs and invest more than $15 million in the state,
according to North Carolina Gov. Pat McCrory’s office.
The company is developing the 75,000-square-foot facility to store locally produced pork, poultry, fruits and
vegetables. Eventually it could be expanded to 300,000
square feet, depending on demand. EB-5 projects allow
foreign nationals and their families to become permanent legal residents of the United States through passive
investment. 
JAN/FEB 2014
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markets/supercenters (37,459 stores)
and dollar stores (24,853 stores) are
next in line. Fully 62.8% of C-stores are
single-store operations.

5.

Shopping Trips Down 15%
“Today’s consumers have more
Julia Wells Is Honored
retail choices than ever, but
Julia Wells has been named
they’re cutting back on their overall
to the Frozen Food Hall
purchases. In the U.S., trip frequency
of Fame, and will be honored at a
has fallen 15% over the last six years,
dinner Feb. 22 during the annual
while basket size has climbed only 9%.
convention of the American Frozen
And we’ve seen similar trends around
Food Institute in San Diego.
the world. For stores to beat the compeWells, the vp of marketing sertition, they need to encourage consumJulia Wells
vices for The Pictsweet Company,
ers to increase the number of trips,
Bells, Tenn., has long been promigrow the size of their baskets, or both.
nently active in the industry. She was the first female
Innovation can help them win sales.” —Nielsen. (The data
elected to The Food Institute’s board of directors in that
is for all channels, not just supermarkets.)
organization’s more than 100-year history and has deep
connections with AFFI, having served as chairman of the
41% Plan to Buy More Gluten-Free Gluten-free
Nutrition Data Base, Convention and Category Promolooks poised for continued growth in 2014, action Committees. In 2007, she served as chairman of
cording to new research conducted on behalf of
the AFFI Board of Directors and now chairs the AFFI
FreeBird chicken (Hain Pure Protein Corp.) Four in 10
Legislative Affairs
ffairs Committee in addition to being on the respondents (41%) are planning to buy more gluten-free
ff
Frozen Food Foundation’s board of directors.
products this year, with 57% intending to buy the same
amount as they did in 2013. Some 70% of those surveyed
IRI Expects Tight Grocery Spending Going
said they regularly purchased products that were labeled
into the fourth year post-recession, consumgluten-free.
ers are still finding it difficult to maintain their
desired lifestyles and are struggling to make ends meet,
‘Natural’ Claim Not Trustworthy Only 22.1%
according to IRI, the Chicago-based market research
of food products and 34.0% of beverage products
firm. Among key numbers from its Q4 2013 MarketPulse
launched in the United States during the first half of
survey results:
last year claimed to be “natural,” according to Datamonit 83% of consumers are having difficulty affording
ffording their- tor. That’s down from 30.4% and 45.5%, respectively, in
ff
regular groceries.
2009. Many Americans still want natural products, but
t 39% feel their financial situation is worse today than
Datamonitor says only 47% view the claims as trustworthy.
one year ago.
t 43% say their financial position is unchanged versus
Nutrition-Focused Social Platform In partnerone year ago.
ship with Guiding Stars and Wellness Layers,
t 49% are cooking from scratch more/using fewer conPremera Blue Cross has launched Serve it Up!, a
venience items to save money.
free, nutrition-focused social platform that helps people
make healthier food choices at home and in the grocery
Cheese Consumption Hits All-Time High
store by “serving up” the most nutritious options first.
Cheese consumption in the United States is at an
You can read the details in the January 21 news post at
all-time high. Over the last 25 years, American
www.frbuyer.com.
cheese consumption has jumped 39%— from 24.1 pounds
to 33.5 pounds per capita, according to the USDA. Gouda
FoodSniffrs
ffrs Starts Sniffing A new Web site,
ff
and fresh mozzarella are strong gainers in the category.
FoodSniffr
ffr (www.foodsniff
ff
ffr.com) says it sniffs
ff
deep into food products to see whether they conC-Store Count Rises The U.S. convenience
tain GMOs or high sugar and cholesterol and such. Then
store count rose 1.4% to 151,282 stores in 2013
it rates them, with those getting a 7 or higher deemed as
versus 2012, according to the 2014 NACS/
“healthy.” It’s linked with Amazon to allow ordering with
Nielsen Convenience Industry Store Count. C-stores acthe click of a button. When we checked, we could find
count for 34.3% of all retail outlets in the United States,
only Cascadian Farms and So Delicious products, but
according to Nielsen. Drugstores (41,378 stores), superthat’s expected to change soon. 
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Oven Fresh

ARTISAN ROLLS

In the freezer

For information contact Dave Wheeler: 800-695-0122 / DaveW@RhodesBread.com
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